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DECISION ahd ORDER

In the Matter of the Nantucket Electric Company

Petition of the Nantucket Electric Company for Approval of the
Third Annual Supplement to its Long Range Electric Forecast
(Docket #79'-28)

I.

Introduction
This decision concerns Nantucket Electric Company's

(hereafter Nantucket or Company) third annual supplement to
its long range electric forecast submitted pursuant to
M.G.L. c. 164, §69I and Chapter G of the EFSC Regulations.
The supplement was reviewed by the Council's Staff.
It was suggested that no adjudicatory hearing be held
unless so requested.by the Company or an interested party
as no new facilities within Council jurisdiction were
proposed.

The Company was so advised and was asked to

publish notice of tentative APPROVAL and of the right to
a public hearing in local newspapers as well as to post
said notice in the 'rown Hall.
This decision will discuss Nantucket's forecast methodology, demand, supply and conservation.

The Council's

approval of the present Nantucket supplement is subject
to the conditions stated in the Order set out in Section
V below.

The decision is as follows.
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II.

Methodology
A.The Council's Review criteria
A forecast must satisfy the review criteria stated

in Rule 62.9 (2) (a),

(b) and (c) as applied on a case-by-

case basis by the Council.

These criteria call for the

use of accurate and complete historical data as a base for
a reasonable statistical projection method. 1

A statistical

projection method will be found to be reasonable if it is
appropriate, reviewable and_reliable.
A methodology i's appropriate \-Ihen it is technically
suitable for the size and nature of the particular system.
A methodology is reviewable when it has been presented
in a manner such that the results can be evaluated and
duplicated by another

per~~n

given the same information.

For a methodology to be capable of, duplication it must
be thoroughly and clearly described in the forecast documentation. 2

A methodology is reliable-'\.,hen it provides

a measure of confidence that the assumptions, judgements
and data which comprise it will forecast what is most
likely to occur.

1
Review criteria for all forecast methodologies and
methodologies specializing in demand forecasting are
stated in Rules 69.2 and 63.5, respectively.
2
The documentation must include a description of:
any historical data used and its source, the significant
determinants (e.g., population, government policies,
availability of resources, conservation, see Rule 63.5(b))
and their effect on projected customer use factors (e.g.,
number of customers), any judgement incorporated into the
decision, the assumption(s) upon which a jUdgement is based
and the means by which it is incorporated into the forecast
and the statistical projection method used.
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III.

Demand Forecast
The Nantucket Electric Company forecasts a 2.5% compound

annual growth rate in system and peak sales over the 1979
to 1988 period.

The forecast also shows a shift in 1978

from a winter to a summer peak which persists over the
forecast period.

For the residential class sales, the

compound growth rate is 2.7% per year; for the commercial
class, the compound annual growth rate is 1.7% per year
(the Company has no Industrial class).
revie\~

In i·ts

of the present filing, the Counci::'

finds that the Company has made a good faith effort to
meet the conditions imposed in last year's decision (EFSC
No. 78-28).

While the methodology employed by the Company

is unchanged, the reviewability and hence the Council's
understanding of and confidence in the forecast have improved due to the Company's efforts to provide information
required by the conditions.
In preparing the forecast, the Company relied on
historical data and on its judgements.

Its judgements

are based on the Company staff's familiarity with its
customers and Nantucket's economy, as well as on consultations by the staff with local and state policy groups
(Supplement,

p.

4).

The Company expects the growth in residential class
sales to be predominantly due to new, seasonal customers
(Tr. 17).

Average use per customer is expected to remain

constant, reflecting an increase in sales to any new customers balanced out by decreasing sales to existing customers
(Tr. 16-17).

\

\'7itnesses for the Company testified that
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current year-round electric heating residential customers
have been conserving electrici·ty by lowering their thermostats and by supplementing electric heat with wood stoves
(Tr.

1 0 , 1 6) .

In support of the above expectations and in response
to the conditions set out in last year's decision, the
Company provided an analysis of a sample of its electric
space heating customers (Supplement, p. 9).

The analysis

shows that use per heating
degree day has been declining
,
over the .last several years for these ct'.stomers.
The Company examined, again complying with said conditions, the feasibility of disaggregating its residential
customers into those with and without electric heating.
The Company concluded that;disaggregation wo,1d not be
.
3
possible due to the nature of its rates and records
(Supplement, p. 8) . . Residential electric space heating
customers may be served on either o~ two rates (E or R),
neither of which serves these customers exclusively.
Further, seasonal customers \·lith electric space heating
are also served by these rates.' . The Council would like
to see the Company, in its next filing, pursue its examination of trends in the growth of electric space heating and
seasonal customers by examining the changes in the numbers
of customers served by each of the five residential rates.
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The Council notes that the Company has limited computerized data processing capabilities (Tr. 8).
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The Company's Table E-1 does not reflect the number
of residential customers, but rather reflects the number·
of residential me·ters.

I

Since a household may have more

than one me·ter, this affects the accuracy of tha·t ·table.
In the case of rates E and J, for space and water heating,
some commercial customers are also counted as residential
and reflected in the current E-1 table, again affecting
accuracy therein (Tr. 6-7).

In future filings, the Company

should address these inconsistencies in reporting its
historical data and forecast.
The change in commercial class sales from 1978 to
1979 was also analyzed by the Company (Supplement, p. 12).
It found that increased use from existing customers represented over half of the 1978 to 1979 growth in the commercial
class.

The COlnmercial load is affected by tourism and con-

comitant uses such as lighting, cooking, and increasingly,
air conditioning (Tr. 10, 12, 13).

While the Company

attempted to find an indicator relating commercial consumption to population and tourism, as directed to in
.EFSC No. 79-28, a lack of current and quality data impeded
its efforts.

As the growth in commercial class sales is

predominantly related to tourism, the Company may need to
study sUInmer commercial sales separately from year round
sales in order to find an indicator that can explain the
fluctuations.
Both the winter and· summer peak loads are projected
to grow at a rate identical to system sales.

The recent
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trend towards a summer peak is expected to persist4 due
to the decrease in loads contributing to the winter peak
from conservation and use of wood stoves by year-round
customers (Tr. 9.,..10)".

Further, the summer peak, which

occurs in the evenings, is grmving as the tourism-rela·ted
cooking and lighting loads grow.

IV.

Supply Plan
The Company's power is generated by seven diesel

generators ranging in size from 0.7 to 6.9 mw.
fuel is barged to Nantucket from New York.

Diesel

There are

690,000 gallons of island storage available which will
last for approximately 76 days in the fall and spring and
57 days in winter and SUIDm"r (Tr. 24).

At present projected

growth rates, the Company does noe expect to consider any
·additional capacity until 1985 (Tr. 21).

The Company

has experienced disruptions in service in the past during
periods in which heavy load combined with an unscheduled
outage of one of its larger units; the company was able

--

to cope wi·th such disruptions adequately.
The Company has been selected by the DOE for a wind
power feasibility study.

As soon as the environmental

impact studies are completed, a 160' meteorological tower
will be installed at a previously selected site.

(Tr. 25).

4
The system peak in 1979 also:occurred in the summer.
The winter 1980 peak was 7.5% lower than 1979 winter peak,
supporting the increased penetration of conservation, but
also suggesting that this conservation is more prevalent
than the Supplement indicates in its projection of constant
average use.
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Two customers have installed 1500 watt wind machines and
the Company is presently installing the necessary interconnection equipment and negotiating purchase power rates
with these customers.

v.

Order
The Council APPROVES Nantucket's 1979 Supplement subject

to the following conditions:
1)

That the Company inform the Council in its next filing
of the buy-back rates it has negotiated with the windpowered self-generators on the Island, and provide
a summary of the performance of these and other selfgenerators.

2)

That the Company provide data on its residential customers in the following manner:
a)

for 1970 and 1975-1980, the number of customers
and average kwh use per customer for those on
rates A,

~,,-.and ~,

including an estimate for

each year of the number of these customers who
pay a minimum monthly charge during the winter
months.

pI

-for J970 and 1975-1980, the number of customers
and average kwh use per customer for those on
rates E and ~I including an estimate for each
year of the number and use of those customers
who are in fact commercial customers.

(Data used in Annual Reports to the Massachusetts
Department of Public Utilities are acceptable.)
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3)

That the Company's Table E-1, which shows total residential sales, be modified as follows:
a)

data in the column "Number of Customers" should
be computed by counting the number of A, Band
R meters.

b)

data in the column "Average Use Per Customer"
should be computed by dividing sales to all
customers on rates A, B, R, E and J by the number
of A, Band R meters.

c)

to the

ex~ent

possible, commercial customers and

use on rates E and J should be reported on Table E-3.

4)

That the Company continue to monitor land use and
growth policies, the use of wood stoves to supplement
electric heating and pther conservation, penetration
'Q

of air conditioning into the commercial sector, self/

generation, and tourism and relate these factors to
the preparation of the sales and,peak forecasts.
The Council expects these relationships to be explained
in the forecast narrative.
5)

That the Company further'study its seasonal commercial
class sales in order to develop a relationship between
the commercial class and tourism.

The Council thanks the Company, especially Mr. Wain and
Mr. Roche, for their cooperation.
Energy Facilities Siting Council
by

'R.g~t: llJg'£1/-;!

Robert D. l'1irmot, Esq.
Hearing Officer
Dated at Boston this 7th day of July,

1980.

<'
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The above decision was approved by unanimous vote of
members present and voting at the meeting of July 21,

1980.

~t:i<\0
Joseph S. Fitzpatrick
Chairman
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therein was received into evidence by the EFSC hearing officer
at the September 26 hearing (Tr. 3-6) and has been reviewed
by the Council as part of its deliberation in this case.
As stated, the EFSC hearing in this matter took place on
The D.P.U. materials introduced were com-

September 26, 1980.

plemented by the direct testimony and cross-examination of a
panel of EUA witnesses (John Gmeiner, John Marien and Lewis
BailJey) as well as that of the Attorney General's witness
(Paul Chernick).

Several other documents pertinent to Council

considerations were also introduced and accepted as exhibits
(Tr. 2 for list).

Finally, the parties' briefs were submitted

on November 21, 1980.

II.

ANALYSIS:

INTRODUCTION

The Council's analysis of EUA's Third Annual Supplement
In the following paragraphs is comprised of two main components:
demand and supply.

The

Dem~.!!E_~~al.lsis

into the three customer classes:

is further divided

residential, commercial and

industrial and examines the methodological approach to forecasting sales in each class.

TheSuEEl2.'_ft.~al2'si~ reviews

and

comments upon various aspects of the EUA supply plan by which
the companies purport to meet their projected demand requlrements for base, intermediate and peak power.
A.

DEMAND
1.

Residential

EUA's end-use approach to forecasting residential sales in
the Third Supplement is an improvement over the previous
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Supplement.

However, while the end-use approach employed is,

overall, theoretically sound, the Council questions whether the
approach as utilized in this supplement yields reliable results
when implemented with a limited database.

The power of an end-

use approach is in its ability to portray residential electricity
use in a detailed manner which lends itself to categorizing and
quantifying the many components and determinants of such use.
Since an end-use methodology is data-intensive, its reliability
is a function of the accuracy of each detail, as well as of the
consistency of these details in the aggregate.

In reviewing the

manner in which EVA has implemented this methodology, the Council
finds that the estimates of critical current and future parameters are often theoretically unsupported judgements, and are
not based on reasonable statistical methods relative to the
requirements of the selected methodology.

While the Council

recognizes that judgement will always be exercised in the development of a forecast, EVA

lS

strongly urged to minimize the need

for judgements by developing a methodology and data base based
on empirical analysis, state-of-the-art forecasting techniques,
and sound theory.
The comments in the preceding paragraph are further detailed
in the following examination of the elements of an end-use
approach as seen in the Supplement being reviewed.

These ele-

ments are a) the number of residential customers; b) the number
of appliances; and c) the levels of average use.
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a.

Number of Residential Customers

The EUA forecast of the number of residential customers is
based on the projection of the ratio of population per customer.
For Fall River and Blackstone,3 EUA based its projections of
population per customer on a time-trend analysis of the historical
relationship between population and customer growth, and selected
an algebraic form and time trend which statistically fit the
data.

(Ex. EUA-2, Response to Q 1&2).

Modifications to this

Fall River/Blackstone analysis were done for the Brockton
service area. 4
The Council finds that this projection of population per
customer has an inadequate theoretical basis as EUA has shown
only an empirical basis for the choice of this time-trend method.
Further, EUA has not shown a theoretical basis for the selection of the particular time periods used, beyond its assertion
that it expects the historical downward trend to continue at
a declining rate (Ex. EUA-2, Q 1&2).

It is noted that the

critical assumption in the use of any

timc~trendanalysis

is

3
EUA has, effectively, three service areas for which it makes
individual projections: Fall River, Blackstone and Brockton.

4
The
Brockton
over the
continue

companies developed a ratio of growth in the number of
customers relative to Fall River/Blackstone customers
197,0-78 period; it then projected this ratio would
over the forecast period, with some judgemental reduction.
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that the passage of time will serve as a proxy for the many
underlying causal factors, i.e., that history is an accurate barometer
of the future.

Yet in the EUA analysis it appears that by sub-

stituting different time periods in the regressions, results
substantially different from the companies' are derived (See
AG-4 at p. 6).

Also the companies' inability to use their

method directly in the Brockton service areaS (EUA-2, Q 3&4)
is a further imnlication of the theoretical weakness of this
method.
The Council has previously commented on the requisite
theoretical foundations for time-trend analysis.

See In the

Matter of Boston Edison, 2 DOMSC 43, at 54 and In the Matter
of Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company, 2 DOMSC
135, at 138.

EUA is urged to examine its methodology for fore-

casting the number of residential customers, and to base its
projections on service-area-specific demographic analysis.
Indeed, EUA personnel have testified that they are attempting
such modifications.

(Tr. 19).

EUA's method of forecasting appliances is consistent among
its three service territories.

Its appliance forecast utilizes

rates of saturation, penetration, conversion and replacement,
applied to the customer forecasts in each territory to yield
the number of appliances.
5

See footnote 4. Aside from the discussed problems with
time-trends which are also embedded in the Brockton method,
this use of a ratio lacks both an empirical and theoretical
basis.
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Each year the appliance forecast is based on a distinction between new and existing customers.

For new customers,

penetration rates are determined and used to arrive at a
forecast of new customers choosing each electrical appliance.
For

~xisting

customers, the previous year's saturation rate,

adjusted for current estimated conversions and replacements,
is applied to forecast existing customers with each appliance.
Thus, penetration, conversion and replacement rates are forecast for each year and combined with existing saturation rates,
to derive the annual number of each appliance type.

The fore-

cast of these rates is generally increasing based on the
assumption that electricity is becoming increasingly desirable
as a residential fuel.
The Council has found that the initial (1978) and historical
EUA appliance saturation levels are based on a number of sources,
(Ex. EUA-I, p. rr-7). Only the saturations of electric space
heating and off-peak water heating are based on actual counts.
The numbers of all other appliances (ranges, dryers, freezers,
air conditioners and refrigerators) are based on a variety of
data which are not necessarily timely nor service territory
specific.

Indeed, the companies cannot provide any empirical

evidence of the reasonableness of these 1978 saturation estimates since it lacks a saturation survey of its customers.
Thus, the Council cannot assess the reasonableness of these
estimates.
Further, the forecast of the future number of appliances
lS

derived from judgements and historical trends CD.P.U. Tr.

Vol. XX

at pr, 36, 44-46, 48-49), and a belief in an "increased
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desirability of electric which we are forecasting in the third
supplement" (D.P.U. Tr. XX at p. 49).

Therefore,while EUA has ade-

quately documented its development of historical trends for
conversion rates for at least electric dryers and ranges (D.P.U.
Ex. M-70), the problem is the leap from historical to future
trends, given that the only support is the companies' belief
in the increased desirability of electricity.

The Council

recalls that EUA was asked two years ago to document this
belief in the future desirability of electricity as a residential
fuel in a relative fuel price analysis.

The need for such a

reviewable basis for a forecast of appliance saturation levels
is all the more telling in the present case.

For example, the

original need for the requested fuel price analysis was as a
basis for projected electric space heating penetration rates.
While EUA would have had the Council accept those rates on
the basis of its judgement, less than a year later i t revised
its judgement:

EUA halved the penetration rates in the Third

Supplement and admitted they were too optimistic ln the Second
Supplement.

(Tr. 67).

Today, the Council finds itself

asked to accept revised judgements, the basis of which cannot
be reviewed and yet upon which the forecasts of all the changes
in appliances stock over the ten-year forecast period are
based.

This the Council can not do.

The companies are re-

minded of the Council's urging to minimize the need for judgementsby developing a methodology and a database based on sound
theory and empirical analysis.
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c.

Average Use

In EUA's residential sales methodology, current levels of
average use for ranges, refrigerators, freezers, air conditioners
and dryers are based on Edison Electric Institute estimates.
Water heating average use is estimated from EUA data on off-peak
water heating.

These specified appliance uses are then mUltiplied

by the estimated saturations for those appliances; the product
is subtracted from the observed average use for non-space heating
customers and the remainder is termed "Base Use".
is similar for space heating customers:

The process

a parity with non-

space heating customers is assumed for Base and specified appliance use; the remainder is the estimated current average
use for space heating.
The record in the instant case shows that only water
heating use is based on actual service territory data.

Estimates

of space heating average use which are specific to each service territory depend on the accuracy of the initial (1978)
saturation and average use estimates for the other specified
appliances and assumed similarities in Base Use by non-heating
and heating customers.

The average use estimates for the speci-

fic appliances are based on Edison Electric Institute (EEl)
data (D.P.U. Ex. M-29

Q/A~~lA).

Again the difficulty here is one of weak base data.

An

examination of one EEl document in the record as to the annual
energy requirements of electric
Ex.

~1-69)

household appliances (D.P.U.

contains a salient caveat:

"When using these figures

for projections, such factors as the size of the specific
appliance, the geographical area of use and individual usage
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should be taken into consideration"

(EEl-Pub #75-61).

While

the record is not clear on whether this specific EEl document
was the source of the EEl based average use numbers, the record
contains no indication that the types of information noted in the
caveat have been developed for the EUA service territories
nor, if they have been, how they are reflected in the average
use numbers.

EUA should show that the estimates of average

use which it chooses to utilize, be they national, state, or
some sample of customers, are representative of electricity use
in its service areas.

With no service area specific information

about average use per appliance in EUA service territories,
the Council has no basis for confidence that national numbers
used can represent or capture particular local characteristics.
More particularly, the estimated initial level of Base Use
clearly depends on the accuracy of estimates of saturation and
average use for sepcified appliances since Base Use is the
residual of average non-heating customer consumption.

Base Use

estimates are more accurately characterized as all other uses
plus or minus all errors made in estimating specific appliance
use.

If saturations and average use estimates are in error

for ranges, dryers, freezers, air conditioners, and refrigerators, then the Base Use estimate will include these errors. 6
6

The Council does note, however, that given the above
limitations, the companies' change to estimating Base Use from
non-electric heating customers' total average use is a relative
improvement over the previous method of utilizing electric
heating customers' total average use. The removal of refrigerators from Base Use is also a conceptual improvement.
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refine the commercial models further by including the effects
of income and a business cycle indicator (Ex. EUA-l at 11-25),
the Council suggests that EUA continue to evaluate this year's
approach and its implementation based on an analysis of the
composition 8 and determinants of commercial growth and electricity use in its service territories.
Using the determinants of a) number of customers and b)
their average use, commercial class sales are forecast by projecting these determinants, @r elements, separately based on
regression analysis for each service territory.

The total

forecast of commercial sales for each year is the product of the
number of customers and average use, summed over all three service territories.

The Council's analysis of this forecast

looked at each of these elements.
8

A note on EUA data adjustments is appropriate here.
It appears that when EUA reviewed its procedures of accounting
for residential and commercial customers for 1978 data, adjustments to the data were made to remedy misclassified and
overlooked groups of customers at varying rates to varying
periods of historical data (DPU Ex. M-29, Q/A 15). The bases
or principles which guided the companies' alterations to historic data were not clearly explained. As a result, these
data alterations see~ to be interpolations to,arbitrarily
selected periods at unspecified rates. For example, in
Blackstone, the 1978 residential adjustment was interpolated
back to 1970, while the commercial counts were adjusted by
a factor of 7813 from 1960-77. A similar procedure was used
in the Brockton residential customer adjustments. In Fall
River, however, a constant adjustment was made due to the
reclassification of churches. These adjustments, while
probably well intended to improve the data, must be documented
and explained as the quality of the data ultimately determines
the quality of the regression results.
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a.

Number of Customers

Commercial customers are projected by EUA as a function
of population and household size.

The regression equations

involved are derived from time series data (1960-1978), and
used to predict future values of customer number only in the
Blackstone and Brockton service territories.

In Fall River,

regression analysis was performed but not utilized for the
forecast.

The family size variable is the same variable employed

in the residential portion of the forecast.

The Council's

concerns regarding EUA's commercial customer number model are
twofold:

theoretical and statistical.

These two concerns

are separate, yet inextricably linked.
Although EUA does discuss its theoretical basis for the
inclusion of the particular variables of population and family
size in the regressions (Ex. EUA-l at 11-21-22), its theory
implies that the number of commercial customers in its service
territories is determined solely by the demand for goods and
services generated by the residents of those territories.
There is no discussion of, nor variables which measure, the
effects of such factors as the level of goods and services
demanded, export-serving commercial activity, or changes in
the diversity of commercial activity.
The inadequacy of the companies' theoretical basis is
compounded and further confounded by weak statistical modelling
results.

First, the companies could not accept the results

of the regression analysis for Fall River (Ex. DPU M-29, Q/A
13, 0.13) and thus did not use these results.

Second, the
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coefficients for the family size variable show opposite direction
in the Blackstone and Brockton equations (Ex. DPU M-29, Q/A
13 at p. 1 and 7) indicating a spurious correlation on its face
between family size and number of customers.

Third, the

statistics for the equations show evidence of both autocorrelation and multicollinearity.

Lastly, EUA adjusted the regression

predictions of customer number to ensure agreement with the
companies' short-term customer projections (Ex. DPU M-29, Q 13,
pp. 2, 8, fn. 1).

All of the above points weaken the confidence

of the Council in the projections of customer number and thus
in the commercial forecast.

The companies are encouraged to

strengthen the commercial class forecast by attending to these
points.

As always, the Council Staff is prepared to answer

any questions these comments may raise.
b.

Average Use

EUA's forecasts of commercial average use were also based
on regression analysis.

The independent variables of the re-

gression are population and the ratio of residential to commercial customers.

Regression equations are again derived from

time series data (1960-78 for Blackstone, 1961-78 for Brockton,
and 1965-78 for Fall River), and used to predict values of
average consumption for each year of the forecast.
Conservation is judgementally incorporated:

20% conserva-

tion for existing new customers and additional uses and 5%
conservation for existing uses achieved gradually by 1988.
Once more, the Council expresses theoretical and statistical
concerns with the average use models.
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EUA has presented a discussion of its theoretical bases
for the inclusion of the population and ratio variables (Ex.
EUA-l

at 11-21).

Similar to the concerns raised in discussing

the customer number model, the theoretical discussion here is
incomplete:

e.g., the effect on average use of parameters such

as type of commercial activity, price and weather are not explored.

Further, the asserted relationship between population

and average use is undercut by the rationale of the relationship
between population and the number of commercial customers.
While it is possible that growth in population drives the increase of commercial customers as well as an increase in the
intensity of their electricity use, the rationale for the relationship between the ratio of residential and commercial
customers average use is fairly convoluted.

The customer ratio

is hypothesized to represent a'>measure of ,competitiveness and
this competition drives electrical use (Ex. EUA-l at 11-21).
While the commercial sector has exhibited the characteristics
described by the companies, it is not clear that competition is
the best way to explain these changes or that the customer
ratio would measure this phenomenon.
A review of the statistical aspects of the average use
equations also raises some concerns with autocorrelation and
multicollinearity.

Further, the residential/commercial cus-

tomer ratio variable shows opposite signs among the EUA service
territories (Ex. D.P.U. M-29 Q/A 13).
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EUA adjusts the resultant predicted average use values
in several ways.

In Blackstone, a level adjustment of 1983

KWH/year was subtracted from each year's predicted value.
Brockton's forecast values were derived by actually altering"
the regression equation based on a short term average use forecast (1979).

Finally, in Fall River, the estimated load of three

known customer additions is added to the predicted values in the
respective years of expansion.

The argument that the adjust-

ments "were performed so that the predicted values best matched
the last historical year's data (1978) in order to get a smooth
transaction from the historical to the forecast periods" (Ex.
EUA-2, Q/A C-3), does not support the companies' adjustment of all
predicted values of a regression.

These adjustments effectively

alter the entire equation rather than effect a mere trans.ition
form actual to forecasted values.

Were the adjustments consistent

among service territoTdes, or merely short term adjustments,
the forecast might appear more supportable.

However, the ad-

justments are neither short term nor consistent and are inconsistent with the basic method of forecasting, i.e., regression
analysis.
Again, these comments take further shape as conditions for
the companies' consideration and implementation in the next
filing.
3.

See Order below.
INDUSTRIAL

Industrial Sales are forecast with the same basic methodology and set of assumptions utilized in the previous EUA supplement.

Historical data analysis is the basis of each service

territory's forecast of large and small customer industrial
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sales.

While EUA has attempted to meet conditions on the second

supplement pertaining to the residential and commercial forecasts,
the industrial condition has not been addressed.

In fact, the

current industrial forecast relies to a greater degree on
unexplained jtidgement that any other part of the companies' 'forecast impinging on the reliability and appropriateness of the
method.
Historical compound annual growth rates (1970-79) are
forecasted as "target rates" or simple rates of growth in the
later years of the forecast, for each subclass. 9

The companies

"believed these target rates, ranging from 1.14 to 4.58%,
provided an adequate measure of industrial growth potential"
(Ex. EUA-2, Q/A 1-1&2).

However, there is no analysis or the-

oretical argument to support the companies' belief that the
historical growth rates are representative of the future.

As

stated in the analysis of the residential forecast above, forecasting by time-trend analysis requires the demonstration that
underlying causal factors affecting the forecasted variable
(industrial sales) will be the same in the future as in the
historical period.
Since EUA has not identified these causal factors or
hypothesized indicators of industrial activity, the Council
must find that EUA has failed to present an adequate theoretical basis for its industrial forecast.
9

Interim growth rates were forecasted by interpolation
of the 1978-79 estimated growth rate to the target rates.
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Indeed, evidence in the record suggests that the timetrend method alone does not produce reliable results.
of the six subclasses, EUA modified that method.

In four

For example,

historical growth rates for Brockton and Fall River large customer
classes are calculated from data that had been adjusted for the
losses of a few large customers, (Ex. D.P.U. M-29, Q!A 22).10
In addition, judgementally- determined constant annual rates
of growth were forecasted for the small customer subclasses
of Brockton and Fall River.

The companies' judgement not to

utilize the historical compound annual growth rates demonstrates
the problems with its method.

In Brockton the negative growth

rate was "considered to be an unreasonable expectation of the
future", while in Fall River the growth rate was considered
high (5.66%) and "although not necessarily unreasonable, a
lower growth rate was utilized . . . . "

(Ex. D.P.U. M-29, Q!A 22).

Thus does the Council find that EUA's industrial methodology
has a weak theoretical basis due to its reliance on time-trend
analysis and judgement.

No attempt has been made to identify

the indicators of industrial activity and electricity use.
10
Little or no explanation is provided as to why these
customer losses are not considered to be representative of
the industrial activity in each territory.
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In the future, EUA should attempt to further its understanding of industrial activity and its relationship to economic,
demographic and physical variables.

Through ,its knowledge of its

service areas' industries, EUA should identify key variables
affecting industrial activity and include these variables in
its approach, as the first step in the development of a theoretical foundation in support of the forecast.

Data collection

and analysis should follow, with the specification of an appropriate method last.

These points are again

incorpo~ated

in

the conditions of approval found below in the Council's ORDER.

B.

SUPPLY

The focal point of the EUA system's supply planning efforts
for its Third Annual Supplement to

th~

Long-Range Forecast

of Electric Power Needs and Requirements is the acquisition
of additional ownership shares in the Seabrook Units 1 and 2
presently under construction in New Hampshire.

This acquisi-

tion appltOximatJes 3,.,1% (72 MW) of the rated capacity of the
Seabrook facility.

EUA's wholesale subsidiary, the Montaup

Electric Company, has proposed to acquire these shares as a
result of transfers from the Connecticut Light and Power Company,
the United Illuminating Company, and the Public Service Company
of New Hampshire.

Added to previously approved entitlements

representing approximately 1.9% (44 MW) of Seabrook, the proposal increases EUA's total nuclear commitments from less that
20% of its existing load requirements to 35% of its needs ln
1988, assuming, 6f course, that currently scheduled commercial
operation dates for Pilgrim II and Hillstone III are met.
(Ex. EUA-l at II-32).

TABLE I

Exhibi t M-] 1
8/31/79

MONTAUP ELECTRIC COMPANY
Forecast of Load, Capability and Reserve Hargins for
Various Ownership Shares in Seabrook 1 & 2 Units
(M~)

Year

EVA
Adjusted
Lo:ad

1979/80
1980/81
1981/82
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86
1986/87
1987/88
1988/89
1989/90
1990/91

696
719
744
749
774
794
821
845
877
905
933
962

Estimated
EVA Reserves
Required in
NEPOOL - %
20
19
17

17
18
18
21
22
22
22
22
22

Capability
Responsibility
839
856
870
876
913
937
993
1,031
1,070
1,104
1,138
1,174

Forecasted
Capability
wi th Present
Seabrook
Ownership
_Q.L~9J~9%.L

855
863
874
869
886
881
923
953
972
962
1,030
1,028

Reserve Margin with varyinf Seabrook
dditiona1
Present
Additional
CL&P and
Ownership
CL&P
PSNH
only
Purchase
Purchase
Jl· 89..9 89 %) JL.93~31%) (~o93531%)
16
7
4
-7
-27
-56
-70
-78
-98
-142
-108
-146

16
7
4
-7
-15
-44
-46
-54
-74
-118
-84
-122

16
7
4
-7
-3
-32
-23
-31
-51
-95
-61
-99

Ac~isitions

Additional
CL&P, PSNH,
andUI
Purchase
(5,00000%)
16
7
4
-7
9
-20
1
-7
-27
-71
-37
-75

w

IV
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potentially severe deficits in its required reserves (p. 8,
Answers to Questions Directed to Montaup from the D.P.U.
Staff, April 11, 1980) .11
impacts:

These deficits have two undesirable

(1) the companies will be forced to make costly

short-term purchases of capacity from other utilities or install new gas turbines (peaking units), and (2) the companies'
dependence on oil-based capacity is effectively increased.
The Council believes that EUA could agressively pursue certain
short-term options that may at least alleviate these impacts
given the fact that " ..• Montaup is unable to acquire long term
capacity to eliminate the deficits shown on M-11 . . . . "
Ibid,).

(p. 8,

These options are load management strategies that re-

duce daily loads throughout the year and the development (or
redevelopment) of renewable energy resources, particularly
small-scale hydro.

Both options entail significantly less lead-

times than required for planning new conventional faciltiies
and both options are consistent with State and Federal oil
backout policies.

With respect to load management, the Council

takes official notice of NEPOOL's SupplemeE! to the Edison
Electric Institute (EEl) Load Management Report, dated September,
1977, in which the NEPOOL Load Management. Working Group con-

cluded that " •.. load management techniques which reduce the
load over a significant portion of the day throughout the year
can be potentially beneficial to both the participant and the
11

See parties' Stipulation As To Documents (para. 5) dated
JUly 7, 1980 in this EFSC proceeding.
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pool."

That substantial pecuniary benefits exist are also

clearly demonstrated from EUA's Exhibit B-l(c) to the Gmeiner
Deposition (Sept. 10, 1980).
that average

!~~remental

Using 1979 data, it is evident

on-peak fuel costs are at least 65%

higher than average off-peak fuel costs, per KWH
II).

(§e~

Table

As an illustration of the potential for load management

within the EUA service territory, the companies have projected
that only 10% of its residential and commercial electric space
heating load will be under some form of controls by 1988.
D.P.U. M-29, Q/A 26).

(Ex.

Additionally, to the extent that EUA's

marginal peaking capacity is oil-fired at relatively high heat
rates and that off-peak capacity is predominantly non-oil or
oil-fired at lower heat rates, load management will always
save oil.
The companies have shown on the record that renewable
energy resources such as hydro, biomass, wind, refuse-fired
facilities, and solar power, as well as cogeneration, are not
in aggregate an alternative to the Seabrook shares (Ex. D.P.U.
M-14, pp. 22-23).

The Council agrees with this conclusion.

However, as indicated above, renewable energy resources may
serve a valuable supplementary purpose.

The Commonwealth

and the Nation's energy problems are complex and cannot be
presumed to be resolved simply by purchasing available
nuclear capacity from New Hampshire.

It is noteworthy to

the Council that EUA's consideration of renewable energy
resources and cogeneration was strictly limited to its own
territory; it was not so restrictive when considering and when
seeking conventional power resources.

The principles of power system

TABLE II
1979 EUA SYSTEM ENERGY COSTS
TOTAL ON-PEAK ENERGY

(KWH)

TOTAL ON-PEAK FUEL COSTS
AVERAGE FUEL COST/ON-PEAK KWH

$2,046,800,000
$43,414,352
$0.0212
w

TOTAL OFF-PEAK ENERGY (KWH)
TOTAL OFF-PEAK FUEL COSTS
AVERAGE FUEL COST/OFF-PEAK KWH
TOTAL DIFFERENTIAL OFF/ON-PEAK ENERGY
TOTAL DIFFERENTIAL OFF/ON-PEAK FUEL COSTS
AVERAGE INCREMENTAL ON-PEAK FUEL COST

$1,617,600,000
$30,200,163
$0.0187
$429,230,000
$13,212,467
$0.031

VI
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interconnection make such a distinction a moot point.

The

Council would like to see a broader based effort and greater support
for renewable energy resources and cogeneration in future EUA
filings with the Council.

The Attorney General has enumerated

several specific oil backout strategies which may be worthy of
consideration.

(Ex. AG-4, pp. 19-22).

The companies would be

well advised to appraise the merits of each of these strategies and others.

The Attorney General's point is well taken:

It is important to realize that even if EUA
obtains a 5% interest in the Seabrook plant,
and even if all the planned nuclear units are
completed on schedule, EUA's nuclear capacity
will be only 324 MW, or, at a 65% capacity'
factor, 1845 GWH annually. This is only half
of EUA's current annual energy output requirements, and 37% of EUA's projected 1988 requirements. EUA lists no other non-oil fired capacity, either existing or planned, in its current forecast.
Therefore, EUA will remain primarily dependent
on oil for the indefinite future, under its
announced plans. It does not seem to be prudent
to neglect so many promising alternatives for
reducing oil use.
(Ex. AG-4, pp. 21-22).
II I.

ORDER
The points discussed above are now incorporated in the

following Council Order as conditions of approval of the Supplement reviewed.

The companies are reminded that the Council

Staff is prepared to assist with any questions which may arise
as the companies seek to implement said conditiollS.
Therefore it is now ORDERED that the EUA Third Annual
Supplement to its Long-Range Forecast of Electric Needs and
Requirements be, and hereby is, APPROVED subject to the following conditions.

These conditions are set out specifically for

the DEMAND and SUPPLY sides of the filing.
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DEMAND Conditions
1.

Each use of time-trend analysis-by the companies sllould

be justified and explained.

Such explanation should include:

a.

an identification of all causal factors;

b.

a discussion of the relationship of these causal
factors to the historical as well as the projection
periods;

c.

a discussion of the suitability of time-trend analysis
relative to other statistical methods;

d.

a discussion of the suitability of the functional
form.

2.

All regression analyses are to comply with EFSC Rule 69.3,

"Econometric Forecasting Models".
3.

EUA's progress in implementing its residential methodology

should emphasize development of timely and service-area specific
estimates of initial appliance saturations, average appliance
use, and base use.

The companies should advise the Council

in its next filing of the feasibility of conducting a saturation
survey of its customers.

Further, the companies are directed

to examine the potential for data base improvements through
its compliance with P.U.R.P.A. and R.C.S.
4.

requirements.

The bases for the companies' projections of future average

use and numbers of appliances, including the "new developments"
category, should be reexamined.

Those appliance forecasts

which rely on judgements about the future desirability of electricity must be supported by a fuels price analysis.

This price

analysis should also be applied to other classes of sales.
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5.

The companies should support the appropriateness of its

approaches to projecting industrial and commercial sales by
implementing a study of the composition and determinaNts of
industrial and commercial growth and energy use.

The companies

are directed to report to the Council on its progress in addressing this and the other demand conditions in its next filing.
SUPPLY Conditions
1.

The Council encourages EUA to appraise thoroughly the po-

tential for direct control of major residential and commercial
appliance loads for purposes of load factor improvement.

This

point should be specifically addressed by EUA in its next filing.
The fact that these demand management activities are being
aggressively pursued by other Massachusetts utilities suggests
to the Council that this strategy may also be of value to EUA
and its ratepayers.
2.

The Council also encourages EUA to pursue actively and to

support the promotion of renewable energy resources and cogeneration in Massachusetts.

The next EUA filing should also

address this point.
Energy Facilities Siting Council
by

_~~~
Dennis J. LaCroix,
Hearing Officer

_

Es~.

Dated at Boston this 24th day of November, 1980.
Unanimously approved by Council members p~e~t and voting on
December 1, 1980.

JOSe~itzpa~--
Chairman
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council
)

In the Matter of the Petition
of Fitchburg Gas and Electric
company for Approval of an
Annual Supplement (1979-88)
to the Long Range Forecast of
Electric Power Needs and
Requirements

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 79-11B

)

DECISION and ORDER
The Energy Facilities Siting Council hereby APPROVES the Third
Annual Supplement to a Long Range Forecast of Electric Power Needs
and Requirements of the Fitchburg Gas and Electric Company ("Fitchburg"
or "Company"), subject to certain conditions set out in the Order
below.
I.

HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDINGS
Fitchburg filed its Third Annual Supplement to its Long-Range

Forecast of Electric Power Needs and Requirements on July 2, 1979. 1
After publication and posting of the notice of adjudicatory proceedings on this supplement, the initial prehearing conference in this
matter was held on August 24, 1979 at Council offices.

The Attorney

General (AG) was the sole intervenor in these proceedings.
Between that initial prehearing conference and the Council hearing in this case on November 26, 1980, the parties carried out discovery in this Inatter and took part in ancillary proceedings at the

The filing date was authorized by EFSC Memorandum and Order
dated April 2, 1979 Docket Nos. 78-11B, 79-11B.
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Department of Public Utilities (DPU) in D.P.U. 20055.

2

This was a

joint proceeding on the petitions of several companies, including
Fitchburg, for D.P.U. approval of their proposed purchase of shares
of Seabrook Nuclear Units I and II.

The Council accomodated the

parties' involvement in the D.P.U. proceedings for the sake of regulatory efficiency; several of the issues and much of the evidence
presented in D.P.U. 20055 were similar if not identical to those
before the Council in this matter. 3

Although much time passed between

the initial prehearing conference and the Council hearing, the parties
were able to save time during the EFSC proceeding by the use and
adoption of relevant material from D.P.U. 20055.
As stated, a Council hearing was held in this matter on November
26, 1980.

The D.P.U. materials introduced were complemented by the

direct testimony and cross examination of Mr. Bruce Garlick.

Other

pertinent documents also were introduced and accepted as exhibits
(See Tr. 1 for list).

A brief was filed by the Company on December

22, 1980; the Attorney General chose not to file a brief in this
proceeding.

2

This docket number is the common reference to this joint D.P.U.
proceeding. The other docket numbers are D.P.U. 19738, 19734,
20109, and 72.
3

The EFSC hearing officer had offered to consolidate this EFSC
matter with the D.P.U. cases if it would have been helpful and
avoided duplication for Fitchburg. The Company appreciated the
offer, but did not accept it.
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II.

ANALYSIS
As with other electric utilities, the Company's 1979 Supplement

is subject to review criteria as stated in Rule 62.9(2) (a), (b)and(c),
which call for the use of accurate and complete historical data and
a reasonable statistical projection method.

In its review of a

forecast supplement, the Council determines whether a projection
method is reasonable according to whether the methodology is
(a) appropriate or technically suitable for the size and nature of
the particular electric utility's system,

(b) reviewable or presented

in a way that results can be evaluated and duplicated by another
person given the same information, and (c) reliable, that is, provides a measure of confidence that its assumptions, judgements and
data will forecast what is most likely to occur.

The Council applies

these criteria on a case-by-case basis.
In the instant case, Fitchburg is a relatively small electric
utility4that generates about one-third of its own power and purchases
the rest from larger utilities.

Given its size, the Company also

notes that the size and nature of the Fitchburg system make the
forecasting problem especially difficult. 5

4

5

The Company as of 1978 served 19423 residential customers, its
total power requirements were 430,900 MWH and its total system
load was 75.3 MW (Summer).
Predicting changes in population characteristics and changes in
employment in business and industry would be difficult in a
small territory like Fitchburg due to the ease and frequency of
movements across the territory's boundaries. Fitchburg's problem
is compounded by its large (58% of total system load) and growing
industrial load.
Industrial growth andchange in Fitchburg are
heavily influenced by economic conditions and changes in the
state, region, and nation.
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The Company has essentially ilsed a "judgemental" approach
to forecasting since its first long range forecast (1976).

The

Council suggested that the Company's judgemental approach in its 1978
Supplement was inadequate to meet its forecasting problem.

Consequently,

the adjudicatory proceeding in EFSC No. 78-11B was suspended by an
EFSC Memorandum and Order dated April 2, 1979, to encourage the Company
to work on improvements to be incorporated in its 1979 filing now
being reviewed.
As a result of the Company's efforts, the 1979
a much improved methodology.

Supple~ent

contains

The Company disaggregated its customer

classes and systematically presented judgements regarding specific
components of each customer class.

The Company also plans to collect

more information from its industrial and commercial customers, private
developers, local public officials, state and regional agencies, and
others (Ex. F-1, pp.4a-c).
The Company is to be praised for its improvements.

The method-

ology is appropriate for its particular forecasting problems and
is much more reviewable.

Furthermore, the Company is demonstrating

its familiarity with the determinants of energy sales in its service
area and is developing a stronger basis for a reliable forecast
methodology.

However, this methodology still has some weaknesses

which the Council urges the Company to correct in future filings.

By

critiquing the Company's methodology, the Council in no way denigrates
the Company's efforts and improvements.

Rather its comments are meant

to be constructive and looking toward further improvements.
The Council's findings are discussed in detail in the following
paragraphs.

First, the Demand Analysis describes the method, strengths,

weaknesses, and Council recommendations for electricity sales fore-
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casts by customer class (residential,
the peak load forecast.

co~mercial

and industrial) and

Then, the Supply Analysis reviews the Company's

plans for providing electricity to meet requirements.
B.

Demand Analysis
1.

Residential Forecast

The Company separately analyzed customers with and without electric space heating.

First, for residential customers with electric

space heating, the Company assumed a) a constant average use for a
constant number of "existing" customers and b) ten "new" customers
per year using the same constant average amount of electricity.

Second,

for residential customers without eleetric space heating, the Company
assumed a) that "existing" customers would have a declining average
use until 1984 and constant average use thereafter and b) that 200
"new" customers would have a lesser average use (based on 66% of the
Company's new customers having gas ranges) which would also decline
until 1984.

For both "existing" and "new" customers, the Company

based the estimates of declining average use (5% per year for four
years) on the anticipated effects of appliance efficiency standards.
The separation of "heating" and "non-heating" customers and
"existing" and "new" customers in each category is a reasonable
approach.

To use this approach more effectively, however, the Company

needs to improve its documentaion, to explain the basis for its judgements, and to refine the use of available data to verify its judgements.
Three specific examples follow.
First, the basis for the estimated increase in the number of
residential customers without electric heat over the forecast period
(200 per year) is not well documented. (Ex. F-2, Q/A3).

In this instance,

the Company could use the Montachusett Regional Planning COIIllllission's
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population projections to verify its own judgements.
Commission's

For example, the

population projection divided by a projection of persons

per household equals a projection of number of households.

The

Commission may also have information on population characteristics and
housing characteristics as well as 1980 census data which may be
available soon.

These sources could be used to support Company judge-

ments about numbers of customers and saturations of electric space
heating and other appliances.
Second, the Company forecasted that average use by heating customers would be constant over the forecast period. (Ex. F-2, Q/A2).
To make this judgement credible, the Company should show how it has
considered and quantified effects of conservation in the base period
(197S-1978) and over the forecast period.
Third, the Company's judgement about efficiency improvements
needs a documented basis that shows consideration of new and replacement appliances, especially refrigerators (See Ex. AG-1, p.4S; Ex. F-9,
p.8).

The Company should also support and verify its judgements

about the effects of appliance replacement after 1984 and the extent
and effects of customer conversions from electricity to gas.
2.

Commercial Forecast

For the commercial class, which includes municipal services, the
Company based 1979 and 1980 demand projections on known additions
to load.

For 1981-88, the Company assumed that the 1980 load would

grow at a declining rate based on a reduction of the historic commercial
rate (1974-1978) due to an assumption of

fu~ure

conservation and load

management.
The strength of the commercial forecast is the Company's knowledge of likely additions to load during 1979 and 1980.

For the years
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1981-1988, however, the method of forecasting load needs more explanation and documentation.

For example, nowhere is it evident that

the Company considers possible load reductions due to commercial
customer mortality (e.g. bankruptcy, loss of business, etc.) either
in calculating a net load addition for 1979 and 1980 or in adjusting
forecasted load for 1981-1988.

More importantly, the reduction

(100,000 kwh per year) in "normal growth allowance" due to conservation and load management was based only on judgement (DPU Tr. vol.28,
at 136-137).

Better use of existing customer data, further study

~ommercial

of its

class or use of area planning studies prepared by

others for its region may provide support rratexial for the Company's judgements on commercial load growth.

This and similar material should

be used by the Company as part of its forecast explanation and documentation.
3.

Industrial Forecast

Industrial sales, which accounted for 58% of Fitchburg's total
sales in 1979, were expected to grow steadily over the forecast period.
For "existing" customers, the Company assumed declining average
use.

For "new" customers, the forecast for 1979 and 1980 was based

on known additions to load while for 1981-1988, the Company assumed
growth rat<2S based on historic loads and jUdgement.
The strengths of Fitchburg's industrial forecast are the known
ad1itions to load two years into the forecast period,

6

6

the breakdown

Although again, the methOd does not cOllsiLier unkOWll load
additions nor load reductions (customer mortality) . See
Commercial Forecast analysis supra.
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by Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) for the largest industrial customers, and the use of industrial questionnaires.

The

basic weakness however, is the lack of documentation to support judgements about growth in the industrial class ·and about conservation
by class customers.

To address this, the Company could reassess its

use of the questionnaire.
While the questionnaire covers important topics, some of the
questions should be more specific to elicit responses that would
be useful in documenting the forecast.

For example, questions on

anticipated load changes should request a best estimate in terms of a
percentage.

Then, the Company should report findings in terms of

percentage changes in all or certain types of industries.

Also, the

question of time-of-use rates should give specific hours and rates for
the respondents to consider; then, results could be expressed in
numbers and if applicable, used to document judgement in the forecast.
The Company could verify the reliablity of customer forecasts by comparing past questionnaires' predictions to actual experience.
Next, it can be seen that the growth in industrial sales for
1979-1988 is expected to occur mainly in two industrial parks (71%)
and other small customers (18%)

(See AG-1, at 46).

The importance

of these loads to the overall forecast calls for judgements with sound bases,

~specially

since the projected system peak load and related

reserve capacity are quite sensitive to the rate at which the industrial parks are occupied.

For example, if only two lots were filled

per year, total system peak load in 1988 could be 2.25 MW (or 2.3%)
less then forecasted; this could increase reserves from 5.7 to 8.2%.
In this filing, there were no specific data to back up the Company's
judgements about industrial parks or other small customers (DPU Tr. vol.
28, at 46,47).

The Company could address this problem by using specific
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data to calculate the rate at which new customers will occupy the
industrial parks and the likely load factors of those customers.
The Company states that it plans to contact possible sources for such
data.

(Ex. F-1, p.4a-c).
Then again, the industrial forecast does not reflect the relation-

ship between local industries and state, regional and national
economies.

The Company could supplement the industrial customer inter-

views with a brief discussion of regional and state employment trends
for major industries (by SIC) found in the Fitchburg territory.7
And the Company did not base its estimate of the reduction in
annual kwh consumption on specific calculations (DPU Tr. vol. 28, at 114).

The

inportance of the industrial lbad indicates a need for the company I s judgements
about industrial conservation to be specified and well documented
rather than mere conclusory estimates with no apparent explanation or
basis.
4.

P'ea.k Load Forecast

The Company forecasted peak load by adding the new loads in
each sector to current peaks and adding in projected NEPOOL transmission losses at peaks.

Information about load shapes in each sector

was incorporated in the calculations.
The record shows that the Company assumed no specific relationship between peak growth and total energy growth. (DPU Tr. vol.29 at 29)

7

Possible sources include: u.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Projections of Industrial Employment in New England to 1985,
Boston U.S. Bureau of Labor Regional Report #77-4, 1977.
u.S. Department of Commerce, u.S. Industrial Outlook, annual.
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The Company could better document its judgements about peak load by
comparing forecasted load factors to historical load factors and,
while EFSC Rule 63.6 does not call for load factors by customer class,
the Company should continue to give special attention to the industrial sector's effect on the system load factor and discuss the
results of such comparisons.
5.

Su~~ary:

Demand Analysis

The Company filed a much improved forecast in 1979 and plans
further improvements in data collection for the next filing. (EFSC Tr.
10,11).

While all of the points and suggestions in the above analysis

are important, the Company could benefit most from improving the
industrial forecast methodology and better documenting judgements
about conservation in all classes.

Sound bases for judgements in

those areas would make the demand forecast methodology much more reliable.
As a final note to the demand analysis, the Council reminds the
Company that uncertainty in the demand forecast can be reduced through
conservation and load management (discussed below in the Supply Analysis) .
For example, the Company could Le more confident in its peak load
forecast if much of the system load is controlled under potential
peak conditions.

As can be seen from the supply analysis, the Council

encourages the use of load management.
C.

Supply Analysis
Fitchburg'simmediate supply planning efforts concern the acquis-

tion of approximately 16 megawatts of the combined capability of the
Seabrook units 1 and 2.

As stated in the record (DPU Tr. vol.28 at 104)

Fitchburg faces a long-term shortage of baseload
capacity. Seabrook is the only available source
of generating capacity which can fill that shortage.
In addition, Seabrook is the cheapest available
source of baseload capacity.
Even with the purchase of this additional
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Seabrook capacity, Fitchburg still faces generating
deficiencies. To meet our customers' needs, we
are presently exploring low-head hydro, biomass,
and load management.
The Council supports this statement and hereby recognizes Fitchburg's
urgent need for aaseload capacity.

The urgency of Fitchburg's needs

was clearly demonstrated by the Company for the following reasons:
1,.

Fitchburg owns no baseload capacity (Ex. F-1, Table E-12);

2.

The proposed Charlestown (Rhode Island) nuclear units
(NEP 1 & 2) hav9 been

canc~lled

and Fitchburg had been

seeking a 26 MW entitlement to that facility (Ex. F-9, p.1);
3.

Fitchburg's primary source of baseload power (40 MW) is a
purchase agreement with Boston Edison which is contingent
on the availability of the Pilgrim I nuclear unit (See Ex.
F-4, Q/A35);

4.

Fitchburg's efforts to secure 3 MW of hydro capacity in
New Hampshire may be fruitless for reasons beyond its
immediate control (See Ex. F-3, Q/A19).

Given the timely completion of the Seabrook units, Fitchburg is still
likely to experience chronic capability deficiencies and will be
frequently forced to seek expensive, and typically oil-fired deficiency service from the Pool.

While recognizing the limitations of

small utilities in initiating new facilities. (See In Re Eastern utilities
8
Associates System, 4 DOMSC , December 1, 1980)
the Council is obligated to warn the Company that its 1979-1988 supply plan is tentative
The Council, by approving the purchase of the proposed Seabrook shares,

8

at page 22 of the final decision in EFSC No. 79-33.
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cannot guarantee the timely completion of those units.

The Company

must immediately act to mitigate this risk and to minimize expected
deficiencies.

The Council encourages Fitchburg to expeditiously

implement new rates for controlled electric hot water heating 9 and
related load management initiatives.

In particular, efforts to improve

the residential and commercial class load factors should be pursued
where they are demonstrated to be cost effective to the system and
its customers.

The Company should continue, and perhaps expand its

search for and development of potential low-head hydro sites.

The

Council also encourages Fitchburg to actively and aggressively support
and encourage interested developers of cogeneration and other smallpower producers within its service territory. (See DPU Tr. vol.28, p.103)
And finally, the Council urges the Company to seriously consider the
merits of conservation initiatives as an integral part of its supply
planning efforts.

The record is replete with ideas and suggestions

by the Intervenors in this regard.
III. ORDER

In light of the considerations set out in the above decision,
it is now ORDERED that the Third Annual Forecast Supplement of the
Fitchburg Gas and Electric Company be, and hereby is, APPROVED subject
to the following conditions:
1.

That the Company expand explantion and documentation of
and strengthen the bases for judgements in the demand

9

The Company has noted in the record that it has begun an evaluation of a rate for controlled water heaters (p.103, vol.28,
DPU Trans.)
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forecast methodology.

The most important judgements

are related to new industrial customers, consumption by
existing industrial customers, average use by commercial
customers, number of new residential customers, and
average use in the residential class.

This condition

includes verifying judgements about conservation in all
customer classes.
2.

That the Company compare historical and forecasted systern load factors to check the reasonableness of projections of peak growth and total energy growth.

3.

That the Company carry out the data collection program
outlined in the forecast methodology (Ex. F-1, pp.4a-c)
and, where applicable, incorporate findings as documentat ion in all future EFSC filings.

4.

That the Company expand its load management programs,
where cost effective, as a means of reducing expected
capability deficiencies in its forecast Supply Plan.
The Company' s efforts, and the estimated impacts on the systern's load characteristics, are to be discussed in its
next EFSC filing.

5,.

That the Company expand its search for suitable low-head
hydro sites and demonstrate, in its next filing, its
support for the development of cogeneration and other
small-power producers.
Energy Facilities Siting Council

bY~~~"
• (}~
" rt~a
/l!..!L:::f=.
",. .:."" /~
De1llli:S0ilil&oix,
Hearing Officer

Dated at Boston this 12th day of January, 1981.

c.gq.r
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The above Decision and Order was unanimously approved by the
Council members present and voting at the Council meeting of
January 20, 1981.
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C0!1MOlJWEALTH OF l1ASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council
)

In the Matter of a Petition of the
nassachusetts !Iunici,.,al Hholesale
Electric Company (IINlVEC) for Approval
of an Annual Supplement (1979-88)
to the Long Range Forecast of Electric
Power Needs and Requirements

)
)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 79-1

)

DECISION and

The Massachusetts

Energ~

O~DE~

Facilities Sitinq Council hereby

APPROVES the Annual Supplement (1979-88) ·to the Long Ranqe
Forecast of Electric Power Needs and Reauirements of the 'Iassachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric COMpany

(~Iv~c

or Company),

subject to a number of conditions set out below at the conclusion of this decision.
I.

HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDINGS

,

!llll'1EC filed its Annual Supplement on July 2, 1979.

~

Addi-

tional revised pages to this supplement were filed on Serytenber 10,
1979.

Certain testimony concerning and exhibits to the suryple-

ment were filed on January 25, 1980.

After ryublication and nosting

of the notice of adjudicatory ,.,roceedings on this filing bv "1!',mEC,
the initial prehearing conference herein ,,,as held at Council offices
on August 27, 1979.
At that conference, notential intervenors were identified
and asked to file peti·tions to intervene ,.,ith the Hearing Officer.
Petitions ,.,ere received fron the Ati:orney General (AG), the Town
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of Marblehead, the ~Iunici",al Pm"er Advocacy Coalition (MPAC) 1
and the Energy Development Caucus (EDC)2.
among the interested Darties about

w~ether

After some discussion
and how intervenors

would ",articipate in this proceeding, MMlvEC basically did not
press any objections to any of the petitions.

Thus, by an Order

dated September 27, 1979, the petitions to intervene of the AG,
HPAC, EDC and Town of Harblehead were all0l1ed.
At the same time its case was nroceeding before the Council,
rnrwEC was also before the Department of Public Utilities (DPU)
seeking approval of the financing for proposed purchase of shares of the Sea-brook Nuclear Power Plant, a
"Project 6".

~roryosal

referred to generally as

This DPU proceeding (DPU No. 20248) involved the same

parties and substantially similar issues.

Thus, on December 21,

1979, UMWEC filed motions for joint DFU and EFSC hearings in an
attempt to avoid a duplicative presentation of essentially the same
case to each agency.

The intervenors

o~nosed

this motion in

",riting and orally before the Hearing Officer at a motion hearing
on January 9, 1980.

By a Memorandun and Order dated January 21,

1980, the Hearing Officer granted the motion for joint hearings
subject to a DPU decision on the same motion before it.

1

from
2

Sometime

An unincorporated association of citizen and consumer groups
~rnWEC towns essentially and primarily interested in Project 6.

A bipartisan coalition of 54 state senators and renresentatives
interested in energy issues, esnecially the development of alternative energy sources.
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later, the DPU denied that motion and no joint hearings were held 3 •
On February 5, 1980, the Attorney General filed a Hotion For
~rrTIqEC.

Declaration of the Filing Date, which was opposed by

With

this motion, the Attorney General sought a ruling from the Hearing
Officer which declared ,Tanuary 25, 1980 as the date for the filing
of the MMl'IEC supplement under review.

This had in mind the

Council's statutory one year time frame in which it should render
a decision on a forecast or annual sUD?lement.
sec. 69J.

G.L. G. 164,
r'~1EC

The Attorney General contended that

had not filed

its 1979 supplement completely until it had submitted the testimony
and exhibits filed on January 25, 1980.

~his

motion was granted

in a Uemorandum and Order dated March 11, 1980.
Other motions were filed by the parties and ruled upon by
the Hearing Officer as discovery herein proceeded.

Council hearings

in this case were finally conducted on December 3, 10, 11 and 18,
1980.

Of the intervenors, only the Attorney General aoneared

to present a case; the Town of Harblehead, MPAC and EDC had not
been formally heard from for some time.
at 2-3).

(See EFSC Tr. vol. I

At these hearings, much testimonial and evidentiary

material from DPU No. 20248 which proved relevant to Council
considerations in the instant case was incorporated in this record
3

Viewed with the keen vision allowed by hindsight, it is
unfortunate that no joint hearings were held, at least with respect
to intervenor participation in this Council proceeding.
It anpears
that intervenors MPAC and EDC denleted all their resources with
their role in DPU No. 20248 and had nothing left for the Council.
While these intervenors were active during the discovery proceedings in this case, nothing more was heard from them after that
discovery and the DPU proceeding was completed. (See EFSC Tr.
vol. I at 2-3). Hindsight causes one to wonder why participants
with such restricted resources would onpose joint hearings.
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depict the state's energy situation from demand and supply viewpoints.

The Council annually reviews these documents to ensure

that the conclusions it may draw from them about the state's
energy situation are true ones, based as they should be on accurate
historical data and reasonable statistical methods.

In its review

of each utility's forecast, the Council must critique the filings
where appropriate and advise the companies to improve as necessary.
Overall, tile Council has found it more beneficial to encourage
the companies rather than discourage then by regulating affirmatively
rather than punitively.
rej ect a filing - ann

Wl1ile the Council is not reluctant to

'~as

none so in the past:

see 2 D0I1SC 156

(Nov. 15, 1978) - rejection is, as the Attorney General concedes (AG
Brief at 3), a harsh recommendation for the Staff to make and
for the Council to follow.

For the most Dart, an aDproval ,,rith

the imposition of stringent conditions calling for and geared
to the particular company's making progress in its forecasting
nethodology has been most productive for the Council in carrying
out its mandate.
And conditions have never been imposed simply for the sake
of imposing conditions.

It is of no benefit to anyone, to the

Council, the companies, nor the energy consumer/customer to
labor to achieve the unachievable.

Conditions on Council ap-

provals have been drawn with consideration for what the Darticular
company, with its particular system and personnel characteristics,
can do in a very practical sense.

To do this, the Council must

be aware of those characteristics, must be attuned to them.
Hore often than not, this awareness comes simply from listening
to the companies'

scaf~.
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Which is exactly what the January 8 session in the instant
case allowed the Council, through its Staff, to do:

to listen

to MMWEC so that realistic, achievable conditions could be drawn
and imposed.

In a sense, "settlement" is an unfortunate descrip-

tion of the January 8 session.
settle:

In reality, there was nothing to

the hearings were finished, the record was complete.

Viewing that record, all interested could see that !llUqEC's forecast
methodology, despite the company's !?rodigious efforts of last
year, would still need substantial improvement.

The company could

see this, the Staff could see this and from his brief, it is
clear that the Attorney General could see this.

Thus, all that

remained was to encourage and direct the company toward those
improvements throuqh, again, realistic and achievable conditions.
The discussion of January 8 was geared to that end.

~here

was

no discussion of the substantive reasoning behind the conditions
suggested by the Staff:

the record s1Jeaks to that.

Indeed, by

agreeing to Conditions 1 through 9 as attainable improvements,
~mWEC

does not necessarily agree (and may yet disagree) with

the Council's rationale for their imposition.

Instead, the

Company continued to show its good faith in its efforts to improve
its demand forecast by recognizing the need to improve further
and asking the parties' help in so doing.

More active partici-

pation in this session by the Attorney General would certainly
have been as asset, had he been able to work it out. 4
The Council is genuinely disap!?ointed at the posture of the
4
Attorney General with respect to this session. The Council feels
that the AG, in this instance, is unduly elevating procedural form
over substance at the expense of a chance to have some beneficial
input to the forecasting- methodology of a company \vhich is a major
component of the Commonwealth's energy situation. The Attorney
General, along with tIle Company, \vas advised at the c~A>se of the
(footnote continued on next page)
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Next, a final procedural note should be made concerning the
status of the intervenors who were present at the outset of this
case but who, good intentions notwithstanding, have not been
active in this case for some time.

(See EFSC Tr. vol. I at 2-3.)

TO clarify the record at this point, the Council makes a specific
finding that these intervenors, namely, the Town of rlarblehead,
MPAC and EDC, are not parties in interest who may claim to be
aggrieved by this Council decision.

What this finding essentially

does is preclude these parties from seeking judicial review of
(i.e., appealing) this decision, a result dictated by the failure
of these parties to present a case in this Council oroceeding.
Here follows the Council's Demand and

Su~ply

Analyses of the

rillWEC 1979 Supplement which underlie the conditions set out below
in the Council's Order.

Again, the Council states that, while the

Company agreed to Conditions 1 through 9 as realistically imposed
and achievable, it has had no input in the suonorting analyses.
What follows are the Council's findings and reasonings based
on the record before it in this case.
4(continued from previous page)
hearings on December 18, that any such "settlement" discussions
would be quick and to the point.
(See EFSC Tr. vol. IV at 134139.)
Indeed, the Attorney General attended the session without
specific objection and without requesting any accomodation for
his schedule other than an earlier starting time. On the following
day, he even submitted a draft set of conditions in response to
those which were the focus of the session. Those have been considered and addressed herein, it is hoped to his satisfaction.
In the end, the Council fails to see what the Attorney General
gains, for himself or for his client (the ubiquitous consumer),
by taking such an adversarial position. mlWEC will continue to
improve its forecasting along the lines set out in the conditions
below which are not substantially different from those suggested by the Attorney General.
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II.

DEMAND ANALYSIS
1.

Description of the Methodology

r~WEC's

1979 forecast supplement represents the Company's

efforts to comply with Council forecasting requirements and with
the conditions imposed in the 1978 decision.
(Oct. 18, 1978).

In particular,

Mr~1EC's

See 2 DOMSC 135

preparation and submittal

of individual forecasts for each of its members (see EX.

MMWEC-21,

p. 1), as well as a rniWEC system forecast (total of its 31 members),
is a positive step towards compliance with EFSC rules and towards
development of an appropriate forecasting nethodology.

riMWEC' s

reorganization of its forecasting department is further evidence
of its commitment to improving its forecasting capabilities (see
EX.

MMWEC-21, pp. 13-14).

The Council also notes that the fore-

cast methodology currently before it is a "new"methodology,
evidencing MMWEC's affirmative response to the intent of the
previous decision.
After the 1978 decision, MMWEC hired Mr. Richard K. Byrne
to supervise the preparation of its long range forecast.

Mr.

Byrne was previously employed by NEGEA, where he had prepared
that system's forecasts before the EFSC for four years (see
1 DOHSC 221

(Aug. 6, 1976), 2 DoriSC 66 (Jan. 26, 1978) and

3 DOMSC

(Dec. 6, 1978) and current proceedings in EFSC No.

79-4).

Mr. Byrne prepared the forecast for each MMIIEC member

"by employing nearly the same methodology" as ,vas used in T)roducing
NEGEA forecasts (EX.

r~WEC-21,

p. 4).

This methodology, which

includes as one of its methods what the Council terms the "surveyinterview technique", and which was last conditionally aT)proved
in EFSC No. 78-4,

(see 3 DOMSC 37

(Dec. 6, 1978)), is now before
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the Council as applied to the

1~1WEC

Therefore, while in the present

system and its members.

~roceeding

we are reviewing a

new methodology - in that this is the first time that the surveyinterview technique (and other techniques which comprise the
present MI1I'IEC methodology) has been

ap~lied

to the 11MI'IEC fore-

cast - the Council has long been familiar with this particular
technique and its implementation.

This current proceeding should

thus demonstrate the progress made ,vi th improving the revie",abili ty
and reliability of the survey-interview technique consistent
with applicable Council decisionR.
In this decision, the Council will recognize and applaud
I1MWEC for those improvements in forecasting as enumerated above.
At the same time, the Council wishes to provide M1'll\TEC with specific
guidance as to the

ap~ropriateness

of its selected methodology

before irrevocable resource commitments are made.

This, then,

being the first formal review of I1MWEC's current methodology, is
a critical moment for the Company's forecasting techniques.
In reviewing the

~~~IEC

forecast, the Council has weighed

heavily the particular difficulties IUtlVEC experienced in preparing this third supplement

(~EX.

~~1l\TEC-21,

pp. 13-15),

as well as the unique forecasting problems posed by the dispersed
and diverse

nature of the system's service areas.

Despite the

weight given by the Council to these considerations, it must
find the M!'1WEC forecast methodology fundamentally
point in its development.

weaJ~

at this

It is the Council's intent, by im-

posing the conditions herein, to provide specific guidelines
for any further efforts on the part of
modifying its methodology.

~mWEC

in enhancing or

Since there are no facilities before
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the Council in this proceeding that would necessitate a determination of need, the Council seizes this onportunity to assist

r~1WEC

in sUbmitting a forecast based on an acceotable methodology and
to curtail the expenditure of resources in non-productive
directions.
The Council again recognizes that forecasting for MUWEC
poses unique problems, given that the

~1MNEC

system encomnasses

31 separate service areas (municipal light departments, hereafter
"MLD") throughout the Commonwealth.

Just as the forecasting

methodology must be designed to reflect the unique composition
of the system, so must the review of the forecast consider the
system's unique character.
The Mr1WEC forecast consists of the aggregation of 31 separate forecasts for each of the municipal systems.

Each of these

municipal system forecasts should be reviewed, it might be argued,
by the same standards of review the Council exercises in reviewing
the forecasts of the other independent municinal departments
(such as Norwood artd Wellesley), all of which are all-requirements
customers of another EFSC regUlated company.

However, it might

also be argued, and so the Council finds, that a stricter standard
of review applies because of the role of MHWEC as a "broker" in
the supply of electric energy to its member systems.

The Council,

in order to fulfill its statutory mandate, feels that it is
imperative that the r1MWEC system develop a reliable forecasting
methodology that is appropriate to its responsibilities as the
forecaster and planner for many municipal systems.

Such a methodo-

logy must go beyond mere judgement and extraoolation of historical
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relationships.
The methodology utilized for the preparation of each

~~1WEC

member's forecast is described by Mr. Byrne as follows:
UMWEC's methodology consists of synthesizing
information gathered during interviews of
local sources and analysis of historical data
in order to reach quantitative and qualitative
judgenent necessary to produce a forecast.
(EX. l'lMWEC-21, p. 17).
From this description, it can be seen that the methodology consists of three components:
judgements 5 .

interviews, historical data, and

The Council finds this methodology weak in its

design, and further, finds each of the three components weak
in their implementation.

The major weakness in the design of

the methodology is that it relies too heavily on past trends and
judgenent.

The Council's major concerns with the design and

implementation of the methodology for the Residential, Commercial
and Industrial forecasts will be addressed separately below.
Then, certain important aspects of the demand forecast which are
common to all sectors and integral to the methodology will be
separately highlighted, including:

the survey-interview tech-

nique, conservation and load management, and methodology development.
2.

Residential

The

~ll1WEC

residential forecasting methodology is described

as a single approach, applied to the 31 separate nembers, with
some variations (EX.

~n~EC-21,

p. 17).

The major data components

of the forecast are the number of customers and average electricity
5
The Council would add that some verification is also nart
of MMWEC's methodology, as in the comparison of customer number
projections to Regional Planning Commission population nrojections.
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use, by customer type.

EFSC Rule 63.7 requires disaggregation

of residential customers by:

(1) t!lose with electric space heat-

ing and (2) those without electric space

heatin~.

In addition

to these categories, for most of its members, tU1WEC further
disaggregated customers into those with and without electric
water heating, yet inexplicably and inconsistently, did not
so disaggregate electric space heating customers in other cases
(~,

for example, Reading MLD and Belmont MLD) .
Also, the jUdgements of the member system managers/staffs

along with interviews with "local interests" and analysis of
historical trends were considered by

~li'mc

before making its judge-

ment regarding the forecast of total new customers (Id., o. 18).
Average annual Kwh use for each customer type was forecast based
on the parameters and judgements outlined in the Residential
Energy Consumption Discussion (RECD).
summarize the thought process used by

The RECD, "prepared to
~~iEC

when making judge-

ments concerning the use of electricity by residential customers"
(Id., EX. B, p. D1) is a 13 page narrative which is attached to
each member system Narrative (DPU EX. M-16) as Appendix D.
Generally, the residential forecast methodology is simple
and straight forward.

The problems are encountered in the

application of this simple methodology to a diverse set of service
areas.

The methodology that guides the judgements in each

forecast is non-specific, and there are as many variances and
contortions of the general methodological rules as there are
municipalities.

The result is a system-wide methodology that

lacks consistency, is burdensome to review, and is predominantly
based on judgements.
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The first problem encountered in the
methodology is one of data.

a~plication

of this

Historic data on the number and

consumption of customers by type is not consistent among the 31
member systems.

For example, not all members offer a separate

rate to electric space heating customers, making the identification
of customers with space heating difficult. 6
Two concerns arise because of the inconsistent data bases.
The first is with the techniques employed by
customer disaggregations.

rt~WEC

to estimate

The second is with the application

of the methodology to inconsistently defined base estimates.
For example, in developing estimated customer disaggregations
in Reading and Harblehead, neither of which offer electric space
heating rates,

!lln~EC

applied two different techniques.

In

Reading, all customers using 4,000 Kwh or more in anyone month
over a 4 month period were identified as potential electric space
heating customers (DPU EX. H-16, Reading Narrative, p. 12).
Of the 176 identified accounts, only 22 were verified as actually
having electric heat.

Based on this analysis, it was decided to

"ignore" electric space heating customers in the Reading area.
Alternatively, in Narblehead, all customers with consumption of
3,000 Kwh or more in the month of December, 1978, were assumed
to have electric space heating (DPU EX. M-16, Marblehead Narrative, p. 12).
6

The most straight forward way to enumerate customer types
and average use is by examining billing data, ,~hich are tied to
rates. Where a system offers only one rate to its residential
customers for all types of service, it cannot be assumed that there
are necessarily no electric space heating or water heating customers. ~U1WEC has begun a saturation survey of its customers,
which should assist in accurate enumeration of customer types
(EX. MMWEC-21, p. 14).

1
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Several problems are apparent in these methods of identifying electric space heating customers.

First, the bases for

selecting either the 4,000 or 3,000 Kwh values or the
were not established.

ti~e

periods

The use of a substantially different Kwh

amount as a criterion in each

~unicipality

was not explained.

Further, there appear to be different decision rules for the
determination of who does or does not have electric space heating
even with the differing criteria:

viz., the decision to ignore

all of the identified Reading customers and to count all of the
identified Marblehead customers.

Lastly, there is no attempt to

explain the high consumption of the identified Reading customers
that were dismissed as non-space heating customers.

(The average

basic use for Reading customers is estimated to be about 533 Kwh
per month.)
The second Council concern which arises from data inconsistencies can be illustrated again with the above examples.

This

concern goes to the application of the methodology to incongruous
base estimates.

In Reading, residential sales were disaggregated
c
into Hot Water Heating Use and Basic Use. (DPU EX. ~1-16, Reading

Narrative, p. 23).

In Marblehead, residential sales were dis-

aggregated into Hot Water Heating Use, Basic Use, and Space Heating
Use (DPU EX. M-16,

~larblehead

Narrative, p. 11).

First, note that in Reading

space heating sales, bv defini-

tion, will be included in either Hot Water Heating or Basic Use,
whereas the Marblehead Hot Water Heating and Basic Use categories,
by definition, will not include Space Heating sales.

Yet, the

same parameters and judgements are considered in forecasting
average use for these two member systems, as discussed in the
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RECD, which is identical for both systems.

Further, the Hot Water

Heating and Basic Use categories contain additional inconsistencies.

The Marblehead estimates of Hot Water Heating use are

based on average Kwh use for Hot Water Heating in Reading (DPU
EX. M-16, Marblehead Narrative, p. 12), despite the fdct that
Reading offers no special rates for hot water heating (OPU EX.
M-16, Reading Narrative, p. 12), and despite the fact that
Marblehead offers differential rates for on- and off-peak hot
water heating use to its customers (DPU EX. "1-16, Marblehead
Narrative, p. 10).

Although these differences in rates might be

postulated to substantially impact average use in these member
systems,

~lliWEC

has not addressed this difference.

Rather, it has

assumed that there is no difference by anplying the same hot
water heating average use to both member systems.

The Council

finds this conclusion highly unlikely. 7
7

The documentation of the Reading MLD study of average
hot water heating use is cryptic (EX. AG-37, Q/A AG-PR-1 with
attached letter).
Since the Reading MLD does not offer a hot
water heating rate, it is unclear how customers with electric
hot water heating were identified or how Kwhs used for water
heating were segregated from Kwhs used for other appliances
(lighting, refrigerators, etc.). r~~IEC's basis for extrapolating
the results of this study to other members is:
"MMWEC also believes that the residential areas
served by RMLD are not unlike the residential
areas served by other MMWEC systems ..• " (Id.)
In addition to rates, hot water heating average use may
be affected by family size (and tank size), income, price
presence of dishwashers and waShing machines, and temperature, none of which have been demonstrated by r1MWEC to be the
same in Reading as elsewhere.
Similar concerns extend to MMWEC's
u~p nf the Holden electric space heating study (See EFSC Record
Request, EFSC Tr. vol.IV, p.130).
---
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The above examples only highlight a few of the inconsistencies

r

which pervade the MllliEC forecast.
should be a priority for

~1MWEC

Addressing these data problems

in iMproving its forecast.

Cus-

tomers should be disaggregated in a consistent manner (particularly
if the methodology requires their consistent definition), and
in accordance with specified classification criteria.

Estimation

techniques, when necessary and used in the forecast, should be
theoretically based and fUlly documented.

If study results from

one member system are to be extrapolated to other member systems,
the representativeness of the study system to other systems
must be demonstrated.
The second major problem with the residential forecast is
with certain aspects of the methodology itself.

Both the fore-

casts of customer number and of average use are based largely
on judgement and analysis of historical data.

The forecasts

are not based on any objective analysis; that is to say, no
quantitative analysis of the effects of conservation, price,
behavioral changes, load management, appliance efficiency
standards, or socio-economic effects are provided.
Mr., Byrne assures the Council that his judgements are
conservative ones,

(EX. NH1"EC-21, p. 24), yet the Council would

prefer that the forecast be accurate, not simply conservative.
Further, the Council cannot evaluate whether or not the judgements made were conservative as it has not established criteria
for ascertaining the "conservativeness" of grm.,th rates and
judgements.

Yet, this assertion of conservativeness is the only

evidence of the reasonableness of the residential forecast HMWEC
has provided.
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Nor does

~iMWEC

apply the first method in a consistent manner.

For example, in Marblehead, the ratio of Commercial to Residential
sales for each year between 1974 and 1978 was averaged, and then
extrapolated over the forecast period (DPU EX. M-16, Marblehead
Narrative, p. 21).

In Shrewsbury, the 1978 ratio was projected

to persist over the forecast period (DPU EX. M-16, Shrewsbury
Narrative, p. 21).

In neither case does MMWEC exolain or provide

a basis for its choice of base years.
the term "stable relationship".

In no case has

~iMWEC

defined

Again, for example, in Middleton,

tiMWEC projected that the 1978 ratio would persist over the forecast period, despite the fact that the 1978 ratio was 15.5% lower
than the 1974 ratio, and 13.3% lower than the 1977 ratio (DPU
EX. M-16, lliddleton Harrative, p. 21).

The Middleton ratio of

Commercial to Residential sales can certainly not be seen as
stable.
The second method, applied to communities experiencing
exceptional growth, based the commercial sales forecast on known
load additions.

Here, MMvffiC failed to define its criteria for

determining systems where exceptional grmvth might occur.

Further,

the known load additions method raises the related concerns of
comprehensiveness and the possibility of double-counting when
combined with the ratio method.
The known load additions method requires a showing that
all identified new loads will occur and that all new loads have
been identified.

Ml1HEC has not done this.

Also, the method does

not accomodate the possibility that existing commercial sales
may be reduced due to conservation or customer closings.

Further,

when known load additions were combined with the ratio method,
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MMWEC did not demonstrate that trends in the historic data to be
extrapolated did not already include the effects of the identified
new load additions (double-counting).

(The method by which I1MWEC

identified known load additions as subject to,;the concerns raised
elsewhere herein regarding the use of interviews).
Also, like the residential class, the commercial class forecast suffers from data problems.

(EX. H!1NEC-21, PI'. 14 and 20.)

The current sales to commercial customers figure may include some
small industrial customers and may exclude some large commercial
customers.

The lack of a well-defined data base on the number

of customers and sales to the commercial class leads the Council
to suspect, if not doubt, the extrapolations, ratios and judgements which form the forecast.

The Council finds HHWEC's methodology for forecasting commercial sales to be theoretically weak, and applied inconsistently
to an ill-defined historical data base.
a reevaluation of the methodology.

Condition 4 below orders

The Council implicitly recog-

nizes, in stating these criticisms, the difficulties that

~tMWEC,

as well as other electric companies, face in developing appropriate and reliable commercial forecasting methodologies.
The first priority for

r~tWEC

in reevaluating its commercial

methodology must be to correctly disaggregate sales to commercial
customers (see Condition 1, below).

A parallel effort should

be undertaken to understand and describe the nature of
member's commercial sales. 9

l~tWEC

Documentation should be provided

~
Most commercial forecasting methodologies reviewed to date
by the Council suffer from a common weakness: the limited analyses
made of the diverse nature of sales to this class cannot theoretically support the selected methodology, which is often to~
generalized due to the limited information.
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these aspects was done unsystematically and was influenced far
too heavily by judgement.
First,

11M\~C

did not select the industrial customers to be

interviewed according to any sort of selection criteria which
would assure the forecast reviewers of the comprehensiveness of
the resulting data.

If the goal was to interview customers in

"those municipal systems with the greatest potential for industrial
growth"

(EX. MMWEC-21, p. 21), then

~mvffiC

should have, but did not,

develop :::riteria by which those systems could be identified.
It is insufficient to state that the goal of capturing growth
potential ,,,as met by focusing the interviews "on eight systems
whose total industrial sales represent 48.9 percent of the total
M11WEC industrial sales"

(Ibid.).

For example, had the South

Hadley Electric Light Department been considered for interviews
as the ninth system, 53% of the total M11WEC industrial sales
would be represented. 11
of representing 48.9%
Further,

~ll1WEC

I1MWEC did not distinguish the importance
rather than 53% of industrial sales.

did not explain why six customers, representing

48.2% of the Reading Municipal Light Department 1978 industrial
sales (DPU EX. M-16, Reading Narrative, p. 34) were interviewed
while none were interviewed in South Hadley, where three customers
represent over 82% of that member's 1978 industrial sales (DPU
EX. M-16, South Hadley Narrati"e, p. 22).
11

South Hadley's industrial sales represent an additional
4.1% of M1~~C's industrial sales (53% = 4.1% + 48.9%).
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The second element of the interview methodology is the structure of the interview including the nature of the questions and
the manner in which they were administered.

l1MWEC does not use

a questionnaire when conducting the interviews, although each
interview covered certain topics (EX. AG-38,

Q/.~

lated to the interviewee's energy forecast.

While some of the

AG-F-13) re-

discussion covered during an interview (See summaries of interviews provided in EX. HO-1, Q/A AG-F-1A) might arguably have
not occurred in a structured situation, the potential for reducing
interview bias through the administration of a precise questionnaire
negates the interest in free-form discussion.

Further, Hr.

Byrne, himself, did not conduct all of the interviews (DPU Tr.
22, p. 38), introducing further bias potential.

The absence

of a standardized questionnaire has its greatest consequences
when the next interview methodology element of data interpretation is considered.
Given the lack of a standard questionnaire, and the openended structure of the interviews described above, the third
element of the interview methodology - that of data interpretation must be discussed.

At the outset of this discussion, the Council

notes the difficulties presented in reviewing the use and interpretation of

M~VEC

interview data, given MMlVEC's claims of con-

fidentiality (DPU EX. AG-42, pp. 8-10).

It is difficult, if not

impossible, to review data whose source cannot be examined.
Interviewees were promised that "any information which they would
give me (Mr. Byrne) I would keep confidential and make available
only to a Hearings Officer."

(DPU Tr. 22, p. 24).

As is addressed

later in this analysis and in Condition 2, it is the Council's
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hope that lillWEC, should it continue to use interviews in any
manner in forecasting, will make every effort to provide the
results of interviews in a manner such that they may be more
°1 y an d rea dOl
~ y

eas~

°

rev~ewe

d . 12

In addition to the issue of reviewability of interviews, the
Council is concerned with the use of data from interviews.
Simply, the concern is that a substantial portion of

I~~~EC'S

forecast of sales relies far too much on judgements, either the
jUdgements of the interviewees or the judgements of the intervie\ver.
The primary purpose of the industrial customer interviews,
was to "receive from each customer an unbiased forecast of their
electric energy requirements".

(EX. MMWEC-21, p. A-2).

Yet,

since MMWEC did not provide these customers with a standard set
of methods and assumptions with which to prepare these forecasts,
it is entirely likely that each industrial customer prepared its
forecast using its own and unique set of methods and assumptions.
While it is indeed possible that each customer prepared a forecast using his/her own best judgements, the methodology does not
guarantee a consistency among these jUdgements.

Further, the

methodology is not conducive to identifying nor controllinq
potential sources of inconsistency and bias.
12
Council concern with the reviewability of the survey-interview technique was also a major factor in the Conditions of
approval in EFSC No. 78-4 (3 DO/iSC
(Dec. 6, 1978).
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The forecasts of sales to the 40 individual industrial
customers interviewed represent 33% of

~IWEC'S

1988 industrial

sales, and 11.7% of rfMWEC's 1988 total sales (sum of 40 individual
1988 forecasts from EX. HO-1, Q/A EJM-B-11(b».

This significant

portion of the rlMWEC forecast is based solely on the judgements
of the interviewees and rU1WEC.

The concern of the Council goes

not to the expertise which underlies these judgements, but rather
~1WEC's

to the presumption that underlies
of these jUdgements:

interpretation and/use

that the interviewees have perfect business

acumen and that such perspicacity is equally reliable for ten
years into the future.
Another concern of the Council is that the judgements may
not have been reliable in all instances.

One example in the

record is that of an interview conducted for the Reading MLD
forecast with Andlog Devices (See EX. HO-1, Q/A AG-RI-2, AG-RI-4
and attached letter from Analog Devices).
results of the Analog interview,

~~lEC

In summarizing the

stated that because of

Alalog's requirements for "precise temperature and air-circulation
control ...

(Analog) does not expect to implement any further

conservation efforts than already accomplished."
Reading Narrative, pp. 31 and 32).

(DPU

EX. '1-16,

Ivhen asked to further explain

this statement (EX. HO-1, Q/A A(;-RI-4), rlMWEC stated that "Analog's
requirements are what

r~llmc

reported - what it was told - that

Analog considers further conservation efforts impossible".
However, in Analog's letter of June 26, 1980 (Id., attachment),
Analog, itself, clearly states the opposite of rIMWEC's summary:
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"Mike Cerat (the interviewee) was correct in stating our
process area has a rigid temperature, humidity and circulation control. This process area though covers approximately .one eighth of the building leaving us aeven
eighths of the building to be constantly looking for
better ways of energy conservation."
For that portion of the industrial sales forecast which
does not rely on interviews, the Council would again note its
concern with

~llUvEC's

reliance on judgement and historical

13
trends.
The known load addition method is subject to the same
concerns raised in the analysis of its use in forecasting commercial
sales.
In addition, it is not clear what distinguishes a known
load addition from an interview, given the fact that the results
are weighted the same in the methodology.

For example, in South

Hadley, the forecast relies on the expert judgement of the

~1LD

manager, who is in "regular contact with these large customers"
(DPU EX. M-16, South Hadley Narrative, p. 19).

Despite the ab-

sence of a formal interview, South Hadley's forecast includes the
known plans of one customer (reoresenting

16~17%

of the clRss

sales), to "increase consumption in 1979 by about one-fifth of
1978 consumption, and by the approximately same amount again
in 1980" (Ibid.).

This customer forecast was apparently given

the same weight with the

~1MWEC

methodology as a customer fore-

cast provided during an interview, where customers were instructed
to consider in their forecasts the impacts of such factors as
conservation, price, capital expansion and alternative energy sources.
13

HI1WEC's selection of a "3.8% growth rate based on the NEPOOL
model forecast" (DPU EX. M-16, Reading Narrative, p. 34) also causes
the Council concern. Until ~llll1EC disaggregates its industrial sales
on an SIC basis, it cannot demonstrate the applicability of oortions
of the NEPOOL forecast to its members.
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~iMWEC

has provided information which indicates that many

of its members already have in-place load management or conservation programs (See riMWEC Response to Council Information Request).
That this information had to be compiled subsequent to the sut)plement's preparation is evidence of the lack of its consideration
in preparing the supplement.

In meeting the conditions below,

particularly Conditions 3, 4, 5 and 6, w*mc is directed to
design a methodology that explicitly considers conservation and
load management in its member systems' service areas.
6.

The Survey-Intervielv Technique

~UnvEC's

current forecasting methodology has as its cornerstone

the survey-interview technique.

The Council has recognized the

potential of this technique in past decisions, but has expressed
its reservations through conditional ap~rovals15.

It is not the

Council's practice to prescribe for a utility the use of specific
methodologies for forecasting demand; however, it does from time
to time, prohibit the use of certain methodologies.

The Council,

after careful review of the use of the survey-interview technique
in the instant case, must now prohibit further dependence on this
technique as the cornerstone of

~~mc's

forecasting methodology.

MMWEC's methodology, by design and application, is

~rimarily

dependent on the survey-interview technique; the Council finds
this technique too sUbjective, too judgemental, and too burdensome to review to be considered a reasonable statistical projection
method.
15
In addition to the NEGEA decisions cited earlier above, a
history of the use of interviews, for a smaller utility, may be
found in the Fitchburg decisions (1 DOMSC 287 (May 11, 1977),
Memorandum and Order of April 2, 1979 in EFSC No. 78-11B, and the
current proceeding in EFSC No. 79-11B).
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The Council does not prohibit the use of interviews in some
manner in the MrmEC forecasting methodology; the value of these
interviews in reinforcing the familiarity of
member systems' service areas is apparent.

}~v.EC

Should

Staff with the

r~1WEC

attempt

to combine interviewing effectively with other methodologies
(other than jUdgement and mere trend analysis), the Council would
not object - provided that the interviews are conducted according
to certain standards as enumerated in Condition 2 below.

These

standards, developed to address the many shortcomings of the
current survey-interview technique, should, if carried out conscientiously, at least ensure that the interviews are comprehensive, systematic and sUbject to review.
7.

Methodology Development

The Council wishes to make it clear now that it will not
approve

Mr~~EC's

next forecast filing unless it is accompanied

by an analytical presentation of the process by which r@uv.EC
designed the forecasting methodology used therein.

The Council

recognizes that the current forecast was prepared in a relatively
short time period and with limited resources, but trusts that
these difficulties have been obviated.

r@~c

is directed to

carefully consider the pros and cons of the many alternative
methodologies available, in light of the diverse nature of its
service areas, the foregoing Council analysis and the conditions
imposed herein.
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As was discussed in the commercial analysis above,

MW~EC's

historical data on industrial sales excludes small industrial
customers and includes large commercial customers.

Development

of a well-defined and consistent data base is imperative.

Further,

industrial sales should be disaggregated by SIC code before a
meaningful methodology can truly be developed.
Conditions for the use'of interviews are further discussed
below and are sUbject to Condition 2.

The industrial sales fore-

cast is further subject to Conditions 1, 3 and 6.

The intent of

these conditions is to ensure the development of an industrial
forecasting methodology that is well-founded theoretically, and
incorporates objective and comprehensive measures of growth.
5.

Conservation and Load Management

Given the Council's review of

~~lWEC's

supply plan, discussed

later in this decision, and particularly the Council's interest
in reducing the members' peak and energy requirements through
conservation and load management, it is important that the

Mt~C

demand forecast methodology allow the explicit quantification of
in-place and projected conservation and load management in all
sectors. 14

The current methodology is not designed to explicitly

consider or identify the impacts of conservation and load management.
14
The peak forecast methodology should also be designed to include
effects of conservation and load management on peak; the present
method which extrapolates the lowest historical load factor over
the forecast period, ensures the projection ofa declining load
factor.
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Thus, as appropriately described in Condition 6 of this de~WEC

cision,
plan.

should prepare and submit a methodology development

It is hoped that the quarterly meetings required by Condi-

tion 8 will serve as a forum for discussing the development of
this plan (among other topics), and will thereby result in the
choice of a forecasting methodology for and by MMWEC which
represents the most appropriate, reviewable, and reliable forecasting methodology for its system and system members.

III.

SUPPLY ANALYSIS
Introduction

1.

MMWEC's supply plan has undergone substantial change since
its last Supplement was filed with the Council.

The New England

Power Company has cancelled its proposed Charlestown, Rhode Island,
nuclear units NEP1 and 2 in which
~1W

a 138

entitlement.

~llfivEC

members had planned for

Northeast utilities had also indefinitely

deferred construction of its proposed Montague units 1 and 2

16

;

t1MWEC members were seeking capacity totalling 33.35 MW from these
units.

Also, the status of the Sears Island Coal unit, sponsored

by Central Maine Power, is in doubt due to a negative decision
from the state utility commission in t1aine.

~1MWEC

owns

a 79 HW share of that facility.
To partially compensate for these actual and potential reductions in their planned resources, WfivEC is seeking approval
to acquire an additional share in Seabrook units 1 and 2 totalling
16

Northeast Utilities has since cancelled these units as well.
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approximately 138 MW (6.0091% of the combined rated capacity
of the twin units).

That facility is presently under construction

in New Hampshire and has been designated "Project 6" in MMWEC's
"Power Supply Program".
presently owned by

~UfWEC

It is an addition to 129 UW of Seabrook
which has already been approved by

both the EFSC and the DPU.

To finance this additional purchase,

(EX. HMWEC-4, p. 13), MMWEC would require bonding worth approximately $ 325,000,000.
Specifically, Project 6 is a Power Sales Agreement between
~U~~EC

and 20 of its member cities and towns and 10 non-member

municipals in Vermont, Rhode Island, and Maine.
BS-2.)

(See EX. MMWEC-1B,

Approximately 110.4 MWor 4.80073% of the Seabrook units

are allocated to the 20 MMWEC participants out of the 138 MW
which comprises Project 6.
12

M~~1EC

The

(EX.

Hr~1EC-1,

p. 11.)

The other

members rejected participation.
~1WEC

"Power Supply Program" has as a stated goal, the

phasing out of wholesale power purchases 17 from investor-owned
utilities and substituting capacity from shares in units jointlyowned and financed by MMWEC.

The program, itself, is being

financed with tax-free revenue bonds, with the corresponding
17
M:)st of MJ;WEC cities and towns have traditionally been all-requirements customers of investor-owned utilities.
(EX. ~~WEC-1, p. 4.)
A drawback of these power agreements was that the capacity was
originally financed at the higher investqr-owned utility cost
of capital rather than the lower municipal bond costs. MMWEC
secured the authority to issue such bonds in 1975 under M.G.L.
c. 164, Appendix, the same statutory legislation which created
MMWEC as a public corporation.
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lower cost of capital 18 directly benefiting the rate payers within
the service territories of the member municipalities.
MMWEC-l, pp. 4-9.)

(See EX.

The Power Supply Program also emDhasizes a

commitment toward non-oil based generation.

(EX. HMWEC-l, p. 9.)

In addition to Project 6, MMWEC's development of its Power
Supply Program includes on-going efforts to secure capacity from
Canadian sources (New Brunswick 19 , Quebec, and Ontario), potential
resource recovery facilities, the Niagara Project of PASNY, and
a very ambitious hydro development program.

Yet none of these

efforts can be considered an alternative to Project 6, either
in part or in aggregate.

For example, low-head hydro facilities

will typically have low capacity factors

(less than 60%) and would

thus serve only neaking or cycling capacity needs.

(EX. MHWEC-l,

p. 57.)

18
It is also unique to this acquisition, that ~lliWEC will not
have to pay Public Service of New Hampshire for allowance for
funds used during construction (AFUDC) accumulated during construction on this share of the Droject, a further cost savings to the
rate payers.
(EX. MHWEC-l, p. 16.) A second feature of the agreement with PSNH is a pair of sell-back provisions. At any time
prior to November 1, 1982, MMWEC can notify PSNH that it desires
to sell capacity in amounts not exceeding 100 M'v in power years
1986/87,1987/88, and 1988/89. Alternatively, PSNH has agreed to
purchase up to 2.5% of the capacity in each unit (approximately
57.5 ~w total) beginning with the commercial operating date of the
second unit and ending after 7 years or the end of the power year
1995/96, whichever cOMes later.
(See EX. MMI'IEC-l, pp. 17, 18 and
EX. MMWEC-1B, BS-3 and BS-4.)
Hence, subject to certain constraints, participants of Project 6 are afforded an opportunity
to withdraw from participation should circumstances warrant such
a decision~
19 Since the commencement of these proceedings, ~ll1WEC has successfUlly negotiated an agreement with the New Brunswick Power
Commission for 100 MW of cnnacity from the Pt. Le Preau nuclear
station (EFSC Tr. vol.II, p.15).
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2.

Alternatives to Project 6

MMV1EC and its consultants, Mr. Roger M. Cotte of R. W. Beck
and Associates, and Dr. Ian Forbes, of Energy Research Group,
Incorporated, have exhaustively analyzed a broad spectrum of
alternative

so~rces

of power to Project 6.

Mr. Cotte has compared the relative cost effectiveness of
Project 6 with a conventional coal-fired facility (EX. MMWEC-4,
p. 221), low-head hydro (EX.

Ml~VEC-2,

p. 28), wood-fired units

(EX. MMWEC-4, p. 29), and refuse-burning plants (EX. MMvmC-4,
p. 30).

Save for a new coal facility, the Council cannot and

does not recognize these options as meaningful sources of cheap
and reliable base-load capacity in quantities sufficient for
~1MWEC's

projected needs.

However, the Council does strongly en-

dorse the promotion and development of these so-called renewable
energy resources, and commends MMWEC for the initiatives it has
taken and continues to take with regard to inclusion of these
initiatives in MMWEC's long-term supply planning efforts.

A

balanced, diversified generation mix must include indigenous
resources.

The Council does consider coal-based generation as a

viable alternative to nuclear capacity and anticipates a greater
role for this fuel in future pool-planned facilities.

However,

the Council agrees with MMWEC that it would not be prudent to
attempt to build a new coal facility as a substitute for Project

6.
20

Under ideal 20 circumstances, Mr. Cotte has shown that power

Cotte bases his analysis on a hypothetical 340 MW coal unit
built at an "ideal site". The analysis makes use of assumptions
that explicitly favor the coal option over nuclear.
(EX. MMWEC-4,
pp. 22, 23.)
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from a coal unit would be at least twice as costly, per KWH, as
that from Project 6 21 .

This results primarily from the fact

that Seabrook is presently under construction and a comparable
coal facility is not 22 .

(EFSC Tr. vol. 2, p. 11; EX.

~ll~ffiC-1A,

p. 38.)
In his direct testimony (EX.

!~fiVEC-3),

Dr. Forbes has very

capably analyzed the availability of a number of "alternate"
energy resources.

He has discussed the present commercial status

of each technology,
implementation by

its

~fiqEC.

cost, and the potential for its
Specifically, Dr. Forbes has researched

geothermal, ocean thermal, wave power, fusion, magnetohydrodynamics
(MHO), fuel cells, fluidized bed combustion, solar thermal electric,
solar photovoltaics, wind, tidal, wood, solid wastes and hydroelectric.

The Council agrees with Dr. Forbes' conclusion that

these technologies are not now viable alternatives to Project
6 (EX.

~~1WEC-3,

pp. 80 and 84).

While several of these options

i.e., wind, wood, hydro and solid waste) are certainly commercially
feasible, for reasons of cost as well as lead-time considerations,
they cannot be responsibly proffered as a substitute for Project 6.
21

Cotte estimates energy to cost 98.30 mills/Kwh from such
a coal unit in 1990 (EX. Ml'1WEC-4, RMC-17). This compares with
Project 6's estimated cost of 47 mills/Kwh in the 1988/89 power
year (EX. !1MWEC-1 C, BS-7).
22

As of September 30, 1980, 40 percent of Unit #1 was completed
and 29 percent of the total project was estimated to be complete.
(Update of DPU EX. AG-24.)
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3.

MlmEC's Need for Capacity Such as Project 6

The Council recognizes five major justifications for the
need for capacity:

(1) capacity for system growth;

ment capacity (i.e., due to unit retirements);
capacity;

(2) replace-

(3) oil displacement

(4) capacity that improves economic mix (where it can

be reasonably shown that a new facility will result in appreciably
lower costs accruing to the system's rate payers); and (5) ca,?acity
for reliability maintenance.

The Council hereby APPROVES Ml1I'7EC' s

inclusion of Project 6 in its Supply Plan for reasons of oil
displacement and economic mix.
mony, states:

Mr. Stein, in his prepared testi-

"The addition of a resource such as Project 6 acts

to reduce the overall cost of power to a system by reducing the
fuel oil assumed burned on the own load dispatch, substituting
less expensive nuclear fuel.

The difference between these two

fuel costs is substantial enough that the fixed costs of Project
6 can be justified on the fuel savings alone."
p. 26.)

(EX. MMWEC-1,

The record shows quite clearly that each participant

will benefit in every year.

(See DPU EX. M-3; EX.

MM~iEC-1C,

BS-6

(Rev. 2); EX. rmWEC - 2, p. 25.)
4.

Contingencies and Demand-side Supply Considerations

r~lEC

had a system load factor equal to 56.4% in 1978 and is

projecting a value of 55% in 1988 (EX. Mr1WEC-20A, p. 33).

The

Council believes that this load factor is unnecessarily low and
that MffivEC' s members should be concerned about it.

Low load

factors have costs associated with them such as a greater reliance on oil-fired peaking and cycling capacity in the system's
generation mix.

(Low load factors indicate a high system peak
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load relative to average load.)

If W1WEC's chief service to its

member municipalities is the planning and acquisition of low cost
and reliable bulk power supplies, it is consistent with those
goals that the system load factor be brought under control.
A significant benefit of restraining peak (KW) growth relative to
energy (KWH) growth is that the system's long range planning efforts
can emphasize more efficient base load capacity, particularly
non-oil fired generation.

The Council believes that W1WEC members

should be implementing load management initiatives at a faster
pace than is evident from the record.
Some W1WEC members already recognize the merits of load management.

Many cities and towns have off-peak hot water heating

rates, controlled hot water rates, and storage electric space
heating rates.

However, many do not.

Only 1 town has implemented

interruptible rates; 4 towns offer time-of-use rates; 1 town has
an off-peak back-up power rate for solar hot water; and 1 town
has yet to implement a back-up rate for customers who self-generate
some of their electricity needs.
tion Request.)

(W1WEC Response to EFSC Informa-

MMWEC represents 32 cities and towns.

The Council expects W1WEC and its members to make greater
efforts toward controlling its peak requirements.

Where cost

effective and oil conserving, load management programs employing
innovative rate structures and appliance controls should be expeditiously implemented.

As a condition to the Council's approval

of W1WEC's Supply Plan, each member is to fully cooperate with
MMWEC in the development of these initiatives, as described below
in the itemized conditions to this decision.

With respect to the

actual implementation of these programs, W1WEC members have con-

I
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siderable discretion.

They may choose to work with

~~1WEC's

planning

staff, they may choose some other forum or organizational structure,
or they may do it alone.

All the members are, however, respon-

sible for communicating the impacts of their activities to MMWEC
such that appropriate adjustments can be made to future demand
forecasts and to insure that the membership's supply planning
goals are met.
Such is the thrust of Condition 10.

Unlike the other nine

Conditions, it goes directly to each and every member system,
rather that through

~lliWEC.

Counsel for

l~fl~EC

has advised that the

Company cannot require its members to adopt any load management
programs, but can only suggest their adoption.

Condition 10

is addressed directly to each member system to emphasize the
Council's interest in load management programs.

The anticipated

cooperation of the member municipals is greatly appreciated by
the Council.

IV.

ORDER and CONDITIONS
It is now ORDERED that, given the points and considerations

set out above, the Annual Supplement (1979-88) of the

~1assachusetts

Municipal Wholesale Electric Company be, and hereby is, APPROVED,
sUbject to the following conditions:
1.

That llliWEC's efforts to standardize data collected by its
member systems, and its efforts to disaggregate this data
to comply with EFSC Rule 63.7, shall be continued.

Further,

inconsistencies such as the following in customer classification should be eliminated to the extent possible:
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a.

commercial customers classified as industrial customers
and the reverse;

2.

b.

hot water heating;

c.

saturation of electric space heating;

d.

seasonal residential and commercial customers.

That

~~EC's

approach to forecasting number of residential

customers and industrial sales shall be reevaluated, particularly the manner in which interviews are used.

MMWEC

may choose to continue a process of regular interviews in
order to reinforce its familiarity with its service areas;
however, interviews conducted for the purposes of gathering
data for the forecast must meet the following standards:
a.

For each type of interview, a detailed statement of the
purpose must be developed, which identifies the types
of data to be collected.

b.

Based on the stated purpose, selection criteria must be
developed and applied in identifying interviewees.
Efforts to ensure representativeness and comprehensiveness
must be made.

c.

All interviewees shall be identified, including a
description of the individual's specific area of expertise.

d.

A standard interview format shall be administered to
each individual, using a written questionnaire.

e.

Where forecasts are requested as part of the interview,
a consistent set of questions about methodology and
assumptions shall be asked of each interviewee.
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f.

Results of the interviews shall be quantified and
summarized.

g.

Confidentiality may be discussed with interviewees,
but promised only when requested.

The items to be kept

confidential shall be specifically designated, and protective orders may be granted by the EFSC when
appropriate.

3.

That MMWEC shall reevaluate its industrial sales forecasting
approach and continue development of a methodology which
incorporates quantitative measures of industrial growth and
provides a basis for judgements exercised.

4.

That

~1MWEC

shall reevaluate its cOMmercial sales forecasting

methodology, in order to develop a stronger theoretical
basis and more direct measures of commercial sales.

5.

That Company plans to evaluate and use its saturation survey,
RCS program data, and current Census data shall continue
in order to provide a quantitative basis for the residential
sales forecast.

6.

That, given the diversity of the

}~f,1EC

member systems and the

availability of existing individual data bases, attention
shall be given to other data such as sales-mix, geographic
location, weather, income and industry mix.

}~frIEC

shall

evaluate the collection and use of such data and shall prepare
a methodology development plan based on this type of analysis
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of its members, as well as incoroorating the preceeding
conditions, for submission in its next forecast.

7.

That MMWEC shall examine the feasibility of studying the
implementation of direct and indirect load management initiatives by the

Mffi~EC

member systems.

The results of this

study should be communicated to the member towns for their
consideration.

Town responses to this study, as well as

documented evidence of similar initiatives which may exist
or be proposed, shall be submitted to the Council.
also Condition 10 below.)

(See

The study design shall include

at a minimum:

I.

RATE STRUCTURES THAT CONTROL DEMAND
(Primarily Efforts to shift load from peak to off-peak
or to constrain on-peak load growth)
1.

Interruptible rates to commercial and industrial
customers;

2.

Peak control rates to commercial and industrial
customers;

3.

Off-peak rates for all classes of hot water heating;

4.

Storage electric heat rates;

5.

Controlled air conditioning rates;

6.

Time-of-use rates.

II. DIRECT, REMOTE CONTROL LOAD t'!ANAGEMENT INITIII.TIVES
1.

Hot water heating;

2.

Air conditioning.
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8.

That MMWEC shall report to the Council on its progress in
implementing the above conditions at meetings to take place
at intervals of or about three, six and nine months from
the date of this decision.

These meetings shall take place

at Council offices or at MMWEC offices as 1tMWEC shall
designate.

The Attorney General or his designee may attend

these meetings if he wishes.

The first such meeting shall

be held on April 15, 1981.
If it should arise during these meetings that

M1fi~EC

and any attending party are involved on the opposite sides
of a judicial or administrative proceeding before any court
or agency,

~~~EC

may act accordingly and reasonably to

protect its legal rights if communication of information
by it at such meetings would jeopardize or adversely affect
such rights.

9.

That the next forecast filing from
December 1, 1981.

Actual

~tMWEC

1~lEC

be submitted on

system data for the year

1980 shall be submitted to the Council as soon as possible
in an appropriate form, i.e.,

~~WEC'S

annual DPU filings.

And it is further ORDERED:

10.

That each and every 1tMWEC member system study and initiate
load management programs employing innovative rate structures and appliance controls, where such programs are cost
effective and oil conserving.

For load management initiatives

to be considered at a minimum, see Condition 7 above.
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Each member shall also cooperate fully with M1iWEC in the
development of these initiatives and shall communicate
the impacts of their load management activities to M1iWEC.
Energy Facilities Siting Council

by

~9-'~~

Dennis J. LaCroix, Esq.
Hearing Officer

Dated at Boston this 13th day of January, 1981.

The above Decision and Order was unanimously approved by the
Council members present and voting at the Council meeting
of January 20, 1981.

Chairman Fitzpatrick did not participate

in the consideration of or vote on this case.

Fitzpatrick
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting council
)

In the Matter of the Petition of
the Massachusetts Electric, New
England Power, Yankee .Atomic Electric and Manchester Electric Companies for Approval of an Annual
Supplement (1900-89) to the Long
Range Forecast of Electric Power
Needs and Requirements

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 80-24

)

DECISION and ORDER

The Energy Facilities Siting Council hereby APPROVES the
Annual Supplement (1980-89) to the Long Range Forecast of Electric Power Needs and Requirements (Supplement ID) as submitted
jointly by the Massachusetts Electric, New England Power, Yankee
Atomic Electric and Manchester Electric Companies (hereinafter
"Companies" or "NEES,,).l

1

For convenience, the petitioning Companies are referred to
throughout this decision as the "Companies" or "NEES". For reference and the sake of clarity, the following paragraphs describe
each company and its relationship to NEES.
Massachusetts Electric Company provides retail service for customers in Massachusetts only and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
New England Electric System (NEES). All of Massachusetts Electric
Company's bulk power needs are provided by New England Power Company
(NEPCo), which is also a wholly-owned subsidiary of NEES.
NEPCo is a bulk power supply company and provides generation
and most of the major transmission facilities for all the NEES
retail companies. These compAnies include, besides Massachusetts
Electric Company, the Narragansett Electric Company in Rhode Island
and the Granite State Electric Company in New Hampshire. NEPCo
also serves, at wholesale, a number of municipal and other small
utility systems, plus a few large industrial customers.
(Footnote 1 continued on next page.)
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I.

INTRODUCTION
In its 1980 filing, the Companies present a sUbstantially

improved forecast methodology.

Since Council rejection of their

1978 Supplement (see 2 DOMSC 156, 163 (December 15, 1978», the
Companies have developed an apnropriate and non-traditional
approach which has produced a much more reviewable and reliable
forecast methodology.
,

This non-traditional approach, as described

~---------

1 (continued)
Yankee Atomic Electric Company (YAEC) owns and operates
a nuclear generating plant in Rowe, Massachusetts. It has no
other operating facilities and no plans for expansion.
Its
output is purchased by its stockholders in proportion to their
ownership. NEPCo owns 30% of the stock of YAEC and receives
30% of its output. The plant in Rowe is a base-load unit which
is run at practically constant power level, depending on the unit's
ability.
Information provided by YAEC is Total Electric Energy
Requirements (EX. NEES-1, at II-167), and Agreements for Electric
Service (EX. NEES-1,at V-85). The Rowe plant is included in
the list of existing generating units (EX~ NEES-1A, at III-4).
Manchester Electric Company is an independent company which
services the town of Manchester, Massachusetts. Manchester
Electric Company receives all of its bulk power needs from New
England Power Company and thus makes its Council filings jointly
with Massachusetts Electric Company.
(See Section V infra.).
All the NEES Companies are members of the New England
Power Pool (NEPOOL). As such, the planning of their bulk
generation and transmission facilities is done within the framework of an overall NEPOOL regional plan which is described in
the NEPOOL Forecast for New England 1976-1985, and supplements
thereto, as filed with the Council by the NEPOOL planning staff.
(See EX. NEES-1A, Appendix).
The operation of these facilities,
once placed in service, is placed under the control of the
NEPOOL dispatch center, the New England Power Exchange (NEPEX).
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by witness Robert

o.

Bigelow (Tr. 7-21), forecasts the "natural

growth" of the service area, sets goals for electricity demand
growth and controls that growth to achieve those goals.

More-

over, the Companies recognize a degree of uncertainty in their
forecasting and account

for this uncertainty by setting out

contingency plans to meet their power needs, should such uncertainty mean some forecast inaccuracy.
The Council is impressed with and supports this non-traditional approach and feels that the ComDanies' overall direction
and anticipated further imnrovements in its forecast methodology
are worthy of special note.

Thus, the Council wishes to make

clear at the outset of this decision its appreciation of the
Companies' fine effort and work product.

The critique of and

comments on this methodology contained in the analysis below
should be taken as suggestions for continued improvement and an
exhortation to keep up the good work. . The Council also appreciates the willing cooperation of the Companies' personnel during
technical sessions held as part of this proceeding as well
as their prompt and thorough response to information requests
from the Attorney General as intervenor and the EFSC Staff.
In the following paragranhs, the Council analyzes the demand
and supply forecasts of the Companies' 1980 Supplement.

The

Demand Analysis comments on the forecast methodology for total
Dower requirements in three customer classes (residential,
commercial and industrial) and peak load on the system.

The

Supply Analysis addressed the Companies' plans for sUDplying
electricity to meet their projected needs for power.

The joint
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III.

DEMAND ANALYSIS
A.

Residential Forecast

The Companies used an end use methodology to forecast
residential electricity demand.

First, thev projected the number

of residential customers by dividing a population forecast
by projections of household size for respective years during
the forecast period.

Then, the forecasts of appliance satur-

ations 2 and average use (Kwh) per appliance were applied to the
customer forecasts to produce a nrojection of residential
electricity requirements.

The paragraphs below discuss the

NEES methods of forecasting (1) number of customers,

(2)

appliance saturations, and (3) average use of appliances.
Number of Customers

1.

The NEES forecast of number of customers is based on the
mean of population forecasts from two sources:
trics, Inc.

Chase Econome-

(Chase) and National Planning Associates (NPA).

It is noted that NEES adjusted the Chase data after deciding
that the Chase projections underestimated population (Tr. I,
at 106-108).3

This approach presents two slight difficulties

which should be nointed out.
2

Saturation = percent of customers (dwelling units) that
use a major apnliance at a given time.
3

The Companies stated that the econometrically driven
Chase model predicts too much net out migration and does not
account for "structural changes in the Massachusetts economy
that had taken place post the period of time over which they
had estimated that relationship."
(Tr. 107).
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First, the population adjustment lessens the internal
consistency of the SupDlement since the same Chase model is
used without the population adjustment for the employment
forecasts on which NEES bases its commercial and industrial
forecasts.

Since population and employment in the NEES terri-

tory are necessarily interrelated to similar assumptions about
migration, households, and labor force, a orima facie inconsistency arises.

The forecast methodology should be based on

the consistent use of similar assumptions as much as possible.
The second concern here goes to the fact that the Chase
and NPA projections reflect national and regional trends;
as such, these may not be aDplicable to the NEES service territory.
For example, the NEES area's net migration is apt to vary
from national, regional, and even state averages.

4

The record

in this case does not indicate that characteristics of the
NEES territory are sufficiently similar to those of the nation
and the region so as to allow confident use of those national
and regional trends in NEES's population and employment forecasts.
With respect to these two concerns, the Council notes that
the Companies intend to address the internal inconsistency by
using only the Chase population forecast (i.e., without the
4

The most important characteristics of an area in terms
of migration would be age distribution, labor force participation, employment opportunities, degree of urbanization, and
various amenities.
The differences in these characteristics
for an area of a certain size (national, regional, state or
local) could be significant
and should be considered.
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NPA forecast), but with alterations to

incor~orate

the Com-

panies' judgements about net migration in its service territory (Tr. 108).

The Companies could address and account for

the second concern by using more territory-specific data in
their population and employment projections.

While such data

may be scarce, its incorporation in these projections could
increase the reliability of and confidence in the forecast
of number of customers.

The Comoanies should investigate

what can be done with the collection and use of territorysoecific data.
2.

Appliance Saturations

The Companies based appliance saturation forecasts on
results from a 1978 survey of their service area, on assumptions about the characteristics of appliances, and on functional
relationships between saturation and variables such as income
and fuel prices.

The appliances were classified and analyzed

by four types 5 , and saturations were either fixed at levels
5

(1)

Necessities which are comr:>etitive in terms of fuel
type in the residential market,

(2)

Necessities which are non-competitive,

(3)

Luxuries which are competitive, and

(4)

Non-Competitive luxuries.

I
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based on survey data

6

or specified in functions based on

survey data 7 , the relative prices of oil and gas 8 , NEPOOL
model resu1ts 9 , and income 10 •
The Companies' division of appliances into four types
strengthened the theoretical basis for their saturation models
as compared to last year's method.

There remains, however, some

weakness in the specifications of the models, namely,

(1)

the

use of income as the sole exnlanatory variable for dishwashers
and freezers and (2) the lack of basis for judgements on customers' likely substitution of gas for electricity in ranges
and dryers.
As to the first, the Companies themselves note that other
factors affect dishwasher and freezer ownership (EX. NEES-1,
at 11-18, 11-20) and demonstrated in their workpapers that
housing mix and age of housing stock are significant variables
in explaining dishwasher saturations (EX. NEES-5, Q/A 1).
6

Refrigerators, lighting and washers.

7

Dryers, air conditioners, water heaters ,and space heating.

8

Electric ranges, space heating and dryers.

9

Televisions and microwave ovens.

10

Dishwashers and freezers.
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These other factors deserve attention since income, by itself,
may not be a reliable predictor; the saturation of dishwashers and freezers are sensitive, but inconsistently so,
to changes in personal income projections (EX, NEES-5;
Q/A 9).

A reliable model should be consistently insensitive

to small changes in the values of predictors.

Independent

variables other than or in addition to income could be useful
and reliable predictors.
As to the second, the Companies' approach to projecting
consumers' likely substitution of gas for electricity in ranges
and dryers 11 needs a documented, quantified basis.

The effects

of gas vs. electric competition are important enough for the
Companies to support their judgements with facts and figures
from applicable studies or Companies' data.

The bases for such

judgements need be set out so that the reliability of the
Companies' projections on this point can be more easily seen.
Thus, the Council recommends that the Companies make
important improvements in saturation Drojections by (1) further
testing multiDle variables in sDecifying the equations for
saturation of dishwashers and freezers, and (2) continuing to
develop and refine their method for incorporating the effects
of gas vs. electric price competition in dryer and range saturation forecasts.
11

The Companies developed cross-elasticity equations and
exercised judgement about the short term and long term competition between gas and electricity (EX. NEES-5; Q/A 2). The
effects of the judgements were: reduced market shares for
electric dryers and ranges through 1985 and increasing shares
thereafter.
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3.

Average Use

The Companies utilized the NEPOOL model in forecasting
average use (Kwh per anpliance) for ten major appliances 12 .
Included in NEPOOL's Massachusetts model were the effects
of higher prices, efficiency trends, and family size.

For

devices in the NEES model which were not recognized in the
NEPOOL model, the Companies assumed that usages would be
fixed percentages of the usage for other anpliances (EX. NEES-1,
at 11-28)13.
12
Dryers, dishwashers, air conditioning, freezers, water
heating, home heating, ranges, microwave ovens, lighting,
televisions, washers.
13
The Company estimated average use for these devices as
follows:
a.

Solar assisted electric water heaters were assumed
to use 50 percent of usage estimated for controlled
water heaters.

b.

Wood stoves were assumed to contribute one-half of
the heat in an electrically-heated home.

c.

Solar space heating systems were assumed to nrovide
one-half of a home's heat. A wood stove was assumed
tm save an additional 22 percent in a solar-heated
home.

d.

Miscellaneous use was estimated as a fixed percentage
of the total of all other uses.

The Council offers a comment on the solar estimates: the
assumptions that solar water heating would save 50 percent
of the usage estimated for controlled water heaters may understate the most likely solar contribution over the forecast
period (See EX. AG-1, at 7).
Potential improvements in solar
units during the forecast period could increase the level of
savings. The Council notes that the Companies are conducting
a solar water heating test program (EX. NEES-4) and encourages
the Companies to incorporate those results or similar data in
solar assumptions in future filings.

lOB

The Companies consider the NEPOOL model estimates of
appliance average use to be the "best data available"
115).

(Tr.

The Companies' judge that the estimates adequately

represent appliance average use in their service territory;
this judgement was confirmed by a "reasonable correlation"
to historical sales (Tr. I, p. 116).

However, this limited

analysis of the representativeness of the data begs certain
fundamental questions,
While the Companies have not demonstrated that these
estimates of appliance average use adequately represent present
or future appliance average use in their service territory,
the Council does recognize the Daucity of territory-, state-,
or even New England-specific data on average appliance use
and the difficulties that NEES, as well as other companies,
face in implementing an end-use methodology given this data
constraint.

Nevertheless, it still remains that the connected

load data which form the initial basis for the estimates were
collected during a period from 1955 to 1974 as part of various
studies in regions of the country other than New England (EX.
NEES-B, at G-22 - G-25). The appropriateness of such data is difficult to ascertain given the lack of comparable and timely
local data,

The Council notes that the Companies are planning

improvements to their data base through an experiment in
monitoring appliance average use, coding of customer accounts
by housing type, and data collection related to the Public
utilities RegUlatory Policies Act (PURPA)

(Tr. 38-39).

The
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Council wholeheartedly encourages the Companies to pursue these
improvements. 14
B.

Commercial Forecast

The NEES Companies are the first in the Commonwealth to
disaggregate SUb-categories of customers in a commercial
forecast.

In this revised methodology, the Companies identified

seven commercial sub-categories for which data could be separated
from the total commercial load information. 15

The Companies

projected that the number of customers in those SUb-categories,
accounting for 15 percent of the total commercial load, would
remain constant at the 1979 level. 16

Then, the Companies

projected a "natural load growth" in each of these subcategories
by mUltiplying the number of customers by an assumed constant
base use.
14

Statistical approaches to estimating service territory
appliance use also might be eXPlored as the Companies have
the ability to match individual saturation survey responses to
customer billing data. For a discussion of this approach,
see M. Parti and C. parti, "The Total and Appliance-Specific
Conditional Demand for Electricity, in the Household Sector",
Bell Journal of Economics, Spring 1980, Vol. II, No.1, Pp.
309-321.
15
The seven SUb-categories were: churches, all-electric
schools, all-electric nursing homes, commercial electric space
heating, large non-electrically heated schools, large hospitals,
and the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority.
16
The one exception is supplemental space heating which
the Companies assumed would nearly double from 1979 to 1990.
(Ex. NEES-1, Figure C-7).
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mation and specifying models based on

3~igit

forecasts would

increase the reliability of the industrial forecast

considerabl~

Such is the value of the Com?anies' growing familiarity with
its industrial customers.

Additionally, the Companies olan

to concentrate data collection efforts on orice and conservation adjustments to specifically account for technological
change and conservation practices in the industrial sector
(Tr. 45, 46).
The Council is aware that the basic structure of the
industrial model will remain the same (Tr. I, p. 46), but
that the Companies are moving to strengthen their industrial
forecast methodology.

The Council recommends that (a) the

Companies expand their documentation of the s?ecification and
selection of regression equations to meet the requirements of
Rule 69.3 fully, and (b) continue to analyze industries at the
3-digit level and to collect data on price and conservation
adjustments, and then incorporate the aopropriate findings
in future Supplements.
D.

Peak Load Forecast

The Companies projected their peak load forecast in two
parts.

First, the "natural" oeak load 21 was estimated using the

energy forecast for each sector with service area weather data
and coincident load factors extracted from the NEPOOL model.
Second, the, companies estimated reductions to the natural peak
21

The "natural" peak is the coincident load in Kw of all
customers at the NEES typical peak hour (based on historical
system data).
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load due to load management. 22
With respect to the peak load forecast, the Council is
constrained to express its concern about the use of the
coincident load factors extracted from the NEPOOL model.
Insertion of the Companies' service area weather data alone
does not ensure that load factors derived from the NEPOOL model
adequately represent NEES load factors.

Difficulties with the

residential data base (and thus, with the residential load
factors)

are discussed above in the analysis of average use.

The commercial sector load factors are based on data frOIlt a

,
)'

sample which has no demonstrated relationship to the Companies'
commercial customers (EX. NEES-9).

That sample consists of a

number of all-electric commercial buildings in various
parts of New England in 1969.

The Companies' service :area's

mix of stores, office buildings, schools, and motels and their
characteristics have not been shown to be the same as those in
the NEPOOL model are based on small samples from each two-digit
SIC group that are likely to apply to the NEES industrial sector (NEES-9).

22

Load management would include increased storage heating,
controlled water heating, time-of-use rates, peak control rates,
interruptible rates, cogeneration, and air conditioner control.
One example of the importance of load management to forecasting
is the Companies' control of electric space and water heating.
Uncontrolled space and water heating would have uncertain
affects on peak load over the forecast Deriod because comoetition
with gas, solar, and wood systems makes the saturation of
electric systems uncertain.
If the Companies control electric
units to shut off during peak periods, then the impacts of
saturation forecasting error on the peak forecast are reduced.
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meeting supply needs from the demand-side of the energv
equation.

The advantages of this approach extend beyond

the number of barrels of oil saved.

The

~otentia1

minimi-

zation of capital investment by actively adjusting the system's
load characteristics results from the fact that by directly
controlling demand, NEES is effectively reducing the uncertainty in its demand forecast.

Other companies which are

only passively interested in customer end-use behavior must,
of necessity, rely on very sophisticated empirical methods for
minimizing forecast uncertainty - methods, which, as frequently seen by the Council, are beyond their expertise and
data resources.
The specific load management strategies to be employed
are storage heating systems; controlled water heaters; peak
control, time-of-use, and interruptible rates; controlled
air conditioning and storage cooling (EX. NEES-1, at 11-73 to
II-84).

NEES' promotion of storage heating systems is two-pronged.
First, NEES is "offering a cost justified rate incentive for
those customers who have storage heat under utility control
to recognize their contribution in reducing the utility's
operating costs and need for future generating facilities"
(EX. NEES-1, at 11-73).

And, secondly, NEES is

pro~osing

a prohibition on new conventional baseboard electric heating
customers, i.e., NEES is not allowing builders within their
service territories the option to install electric heating
systems with low capital costs but at anpreciably higher
J..ife-cycle costs.

Additionally, NEES does not Dresume that

1

I
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all potential baseboard heating applications will be substituted with storage heating systems, if in fact, gas, wood
or solar systems are cheaper, as the case may be.

The Council

applauds this economic pragmatism and hopes and suggests that
NEES expand its research efforts and monitor such circumstances where extensive conversions or retrofits of existing
baseboard systems may be equally cost justified and oil con-

I

serving.
NEES' initiatives with controlled water heating is an
on-going program dating back almost a half-century (EX. NEES-1,
at II-76).

NEES is continuing its efforts to have controls

on all electric water heaters within its service territories,
but the Council is somewhat disappointed that this is currently being implemented by means of appliance attrition
only (EX. NEES-1, at II-76 to II-77).
Three types of rates are integral to NEES' load management program:

time-of-use rates (TOUR), peak control rates,

and interruptible rates.

The purpose of TOUR is to map more

accurately the system's rates to the actual cost of service,
which varies temporally.

NEES hopes that the relative levels

of its time-of-use rates will act as an incentive for some
customers to shift load from peak to off-peak periods.

They

acknowledge, however, that if these rates "do not offer
sufficient incentives,
design until they do."

(NEES) will incrementally modify their
(EX. NEES-1, at II-80).

NEES also

recognizes the need to educate its customers with respect to
their adaptation to TOUR and "in effect modify rate structures

f
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to reflect customer price elasticities."
II-BO).

(Ex. NEES-1, at

The Companies' interruptible rates and peak control

I

rates are being expressly designed to control seasonal peak
periods and times of system emergencies.

The Council supports

these rate initiatives as a vital contribution to the Companies' long-range supply planning efforts and encourages
NEES to expedite their implementation quickly with the appropriate guidance from the Massachusetts Department of Public
utilities and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
Controls on air conditioning usage is another major
feature of NEES' load management program.

Such controls

1

will be attempted with a combination of time-of-use and peak
control rates, remote cycling of units for peak clipping, and
storage cooling (as this emerging technology develops) .
Finally, NEES considers " ... load management as a continuously evolving area, dependent on customer reaction and
participation, regulatory concurrence, load research results
and future cost trends.

Therefore, while our goals are to

keep electricity costs down and to minimize the need for new
generating facilities, the programs to achieve these goals
will remain flexible."

(Ex. NEES-1, at 11-73).

The Council

endorses this conclusion and hereby enthusiastically approves
the NEES Supply Plan on the assumption that the Companies will
act to implement the load managment and conservation pmposals contained
in the Plan.

In addition, the Council expects that the Companies will

dem:mstrate actual load management and conservation improvements in future filings.

v.

Manchester Electric Company
As in past years, Manchester Electric Company filed jointly

I
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with Massachusetts Electric Company, et aI, in the 1980 Suppleroont.

In order

to comply with EFSC Rule 61.5(3) ,24 the Supplement should either (a) contain
separate data for Manchester Electric COmpany for Tables E-1 through E-11
or (b) aggregate Manchester Electric Company data with data for the NEES service
territory.

The Council would accept either method in future filings as opposed

to the manner of reporting in the present filing (Tr. 108-112).

VI.

ORDER

Given the Companies' commitment to addressing the considerations raised
herein, the Council ORDERS that Annual Supplement 1D (1980-89) filed jointly by
the Massachusetts Electric Company et al. be, and hereby is, APPROVED.

This

approval is given with the expectation that the refinements of forecasting
methodology and NEESPU\N illIpleroontation discussed above will be pursued by the
Companies.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by

WVu&09· eta am;

Dennis J. LaCroix, Esq.
Hearing Officer
Dated at Boston this 13th day of February, 1981

24

EFSC Rule 61.5(3):

Companies may file joint forecasts or supplements, using the same or
comparable methodologies and assumptions. Even so, all historical sales and
demand or sendout data and forecast levels ITU.lst be stated separately for each
company whose wholesale and retail sales exceed ttoX) percent (2%) of total retail
sales in the COrmronwealth. Any company whose wholesale and retail sales do not
exceed ttoX:> percent (2%) need not file such data separately if it participates
in a joint forecast or supplement. In the event of a joint forecast or supplement,
the Council may conduct a joint adjudicatory pt:Oceeding concerning the forecasts
or suppleroont. In such a proceeding the Council may render separate and different
decisions for different companies.
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Unanimously approved by eounci1 members present and voting
on February 26, 1981.

Joseph S. Fitzpatrick
Chairman

r

